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THE EEASE PROCESS

o
SUMMARY:

In erase we are interested in how well the systen'l rernoves a
signal which has been recorded on the tape, and how quiet the tape
is left from erasure, as con'lparea to bulk erasing. It appears that
any of the systems we use leave the tape adequately quiet, so that
the problem we are concerned with is that of removing the signal
which is on the tape.
Three points to keep in mind in l"naking mea surements on an
erase head are the following:

1. For a given erase systen'l operating at a given erase
current, erasing a given wavelength, the signal is
erased to a certain percentage of the original signal-no :matter what the original signal was, as long as it
was somewhat less than ultirnate saturation.
2. The ease of erasure of a signal depends to a great
extent on the bias current used to record this signal,
all other things being constant. The :more bias used
to make the recording the n'lore difficult it will be to
erase.
3. The amount of erase, all else being constant, depends
greatly on the wavelength of the signal being erased.
In general, the shorter the wa velength of the signal
the more easily it is erased, but there will be peaks
and dips in the erasure. For exan'lple, using a standard
Ampex erase head at less than the full normal erase
current we had 45 db erasure at 1200 cycles and 60 db
erasure at 1600 cycles (15 ips).
It should be possible to measure the frequency losses of the
head cores in a manner sirnilar to measuring losses in transfor:mers.

.,

The most intere:3ting effect found in the erase process is a
process whereby the signal is rerecorded across the erase gap.
This appears to account for a great deal of difficulty in erasure,
since no matter how great the field strength, and although the tape
is fully erased at the point where it passes the center of the erase
gap, the'signal is rerecorded as the tape leaves the gap. This
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accounts for the fact that two separate erase heads will give
much better erasure than one head (with a given current input).
A single head with two gaps such as the one we use behaves as
two gaps only at shorter wavelengths; at longer wavelengths the
effect is largely lost. Therefore. it appears that a better erase
head (better, meaning tha t better era se is achieved at longer
wavelengths) is obtained by using either two independent erase
heads or one head in which the gaps are spaced much farther
apart than our present 6 mil:
An attempt to fully sepa:t"ate the various variables in erase
shows that the problem is very complicated. The conclusions drawn
here are from that amount of work which has been done so far in
an attempt to investigate and explain the erase process.
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INTRODUCTION.
One function of the l-:1agnetic recorder which has received
little attention is the erase system. The usual explanation is
very simple:
"The principle of ac erasing consists in passing the record ed medium through a d eca ying alterna ting magnetic field
in which the initial values of the field are great enough to
saturate the medium completely and in which subsequent reversals of the field gradually decrease to zero. " 1
Some of the practical difficulties of erase are discussed
in the Minnesota Mining &, Manufacturing Company "Soundtalk"
bulletins.
Many e:::ase heads have been patented 2 - all showing a
profound lack of any theoretical basis. The erase process is
considerably less understood than one rnight think from the
lack of litera ture. 3

o
."

The erase systern is expected to accon'lplish two things:
1. Remove any signals which are on the tape
2. Leave the tape as quiet as possible.
In general, an erase systen'l which uses a ring head will
raise the noise level of a tape v"hich has been bulk erased. How.:ver, this noine level 'l.s still sorD.ewhat lower than the noise
which is caused on the tape by the bias current in the record
head. 4 It is possible to design an ei"aSe head which leaves the
tape nearly as quiet as bulk erase, but there is no advantage to
doing this since the noise level generated by the bias is higher
than that generated by the erase head.
ERASING A SIGNAL RECORDED ON THE TAPE.
In erasing, as in recording and playback, one has some
effects dependent on frequency only and others dependent only
on recorded wavelength on the tape. In erase We have one
frequency- -frequency of the erasing current. There are, however, two wavelengths of concern; the wavelength of the erase

1. Begun, S. J.
Books, Inc.
2. Appendix A,
3. Appendix B,
4. AppendixC.

"Magnetic Recording" p. l03,New York, Rinehart

1949.
Erase Patents.
Erase References.
Noise Level From The Erase Head vs. Bulk Erase.
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current and the wavelength of the recorded signal being erased.
'Finding a criterion for erase is itself a problem. In these
tests almost all data have been taken with heads made from production cores, 5 driving source, 6 and m.etering. 7 Therefore,
head current has been the standard measured excitation, rather
than power, ampere-turns, etc.
One problem is that one head lmay take less current than
ano.ther for a certain amount of erasure, but this first head may
take m.ore current than the other for some greater am.ount of
erasure. So the question "which is the better head" may not have
a unique answer.

FREQUENCY EFFECTS.

o

Ii one were to vary the erase frequency or the core construction, material, or diri'1ensions~ it would be desirable to
have' a m,ethod for comparing core losses, per se, before trying
to evaluate a completed head. Such a technique has not as yet
been developed.
We do know of several effects that will affect performance.
The resonance of the head cable plus vrinding self-capacitance
and head inductance shou.ld be well above the erase frequency
to allow the available oscillator current to flow through the head
coil rather than into the cable or win6ing capacitance.
As for iron loss, Figu.re 1 shows the head flux vs. frequency
for a standard core from a SOUTee giving constant eu:rrent vs.
frequency. This would indicate that at low flux levels the iron
loss of our standard 6 mil moly-perm core is only about 1-1/2 db
at 100 kc. A core of this sort ghTes a remanence vs. erase
currents 8 as shown in FiguTe 2. (The Inaximuln available current
5. 35 6-mil moly-perm laminations, 27 0... mil stack, 75 turns
#28 wire on each leg. These Were modified D-483-7 heads.
6. Model 350 erase osciUator. 100 kc. (This has sometimes
limited the range of aata possible).
7. db readings on vu lneter across usual 7 ohm metering resistor.
8. This is for a head with 10 mil mica gap, erasing a 700 cps
at 7-1/2 ips signal, recorded to saturation with bias.
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Figure 1

o
as previously mentioned,

W2JS

lim.ited by the oscillator capability).

This shows the interesEng fact tha t the curve is a straight
line most of the way. On th:s graph (db vs. db on linear paper,
which is equivalent to a log/log plot) this represents a constant
exponent relationship. However, near '~he ma.}dmum erase
point the remanence levels out and increasing current does not
make proportional increases in erasure.
We would next wonder if core saturation is a limiting factor.
An identical head, but with a core of 4 mil "Selectron" (4%
silicon steel which should have a much higher saturation flux
level) Was made. This, however, gave essentially the same
curve as Figure 2, but it required 2-1/2 db more current for the
sarne amount of erasure. 9 Therefore, we concluded tha t no
important sa tura tion effects Were occurring in this ca se.

o

Another possible variable, which is more properly a wavelength effect, is the effect of core stacking factor. A standard
and a "high density" core were con'1pared in heads with mica
gaps and found essentially identical. When a copper gap, as
discussed below, was used the high density core showed an improvement a s shown in Figure 3.
A brief look into the effect of the go, p ma terial is shown in
Figure 4. The san'1e piece of tape was e::- !:.sed once using a
head with 10 mil n'lica gap, and anothe:::- time with the same head
which had the gap spacer replaced with 10 mil copper. This one
run showed that at lower currents greater erasure was achieved
with the copper gap, but at the higher currents available the
copper gap was actually slightly poorer.
The operation of the copper gap involves eddy currents
which generate a field which opposes the field in the gap, but aids
the field outside the gap. If the conducting n"1aterial were
perfectly conducting this sort of gap would probably be desirable,
but the resistance of the copper caus es enough power dissipa tion
to make its use questionable,
An effect which is neithe:::- cleaTly frequency nor wavelength
sensitive is the remanence vs. nun"1ber of erasures. The
question is this: with a given erase system if the tape is passed

9. A head was rnad e from lamina tiOl"iS that were annealed.
Another head was made horD la:rninations that were not
annealed. No difference WaS observed in any respect.
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Figure 3

Figure 4

o
over the erase head Iuany tin'1.es is an ultil"L'1.ate degree of erase
reached? Figure 5 shows a plot of I'Grnanence in db vs. number
of erasures (effectively, a cer.'1.i-log plot:) for a particular !Jystem.
Figure 6 shows this same cla ta, but on log/log plot. It is seen
that after the firDt erasure a constant exponent law is follmrled.
This same erasu:-e phenOn'1.E:non held for an e:rase frequency of
10 kc or 100 kc, adjusting fo~ the sarne ren'1.anence after one
P'~<.-js.
For a larger erase current (see Fig. 6) the same general
CUl've is followed, but we do not reach the constant exponent
line until the iourth pass. 'l'his er.aS'olre phenomenon ~ay be
related to the re-recording procesG \i)'hieh is discussed below.
A factor which is largely f:requeYlcy dependent is the number
of cycles of e~ase current .rhich 1:he tape undergoes in erasure.
This should be tested wHh as few other changes as possible.
The method chosen was sirnply to va::y the speed of the tape by
driving the reel by hand while erasing, all else unchanged, then
when playing back at constant speed the remanence was measured.
Erase current had bee:.1. set fo)~ 40 db erase (to give enough
remanen.ce to lneasu!"e with Borne accuracy). In pIa yback the
remanence was rather consiant--over a speed range of roughly
2 to 80 ips (a 40 to 1 :ratio of number of erasing cycles)- -the
remanence variation was about 6 db (2 to 1). Therefore, the
number of erase cycles. pel" se. is not critical in this region,
and when we discus,s various si.ze {wavelength} effects below we
can be fairly St.1l"e that the eifect is not simply a change in the
number of erasing Held cycles that the material is subjected to.

v.

o

WAVELENGTH EFFECTS.
The only general staterne"ot '.lIe can make is that the shorter
the recorded wavelength, the casler it is erased. We. do not
yet know "short" rela tive to what.
Before showing data on the various other variables and
effects. we should mer.tion an effect which is indirectly separable,
narnely the so-called "regeneration" effect mentioned in "Sound
Talk" {Bulletin No. 24. July 1953}. Accordiing to this hypothesis,
even though the tape has been funy erased in the center of the
head gap, when it passes out of the erase field it must (in going
.from the saturation eras e field a t the center to zero field outsid e
~!./; )ra3e head) go through a point which is the same magnitude
as the recording bias. An.y extraneous fields of this point will
be record~d, and the as yet unerasea tape coming into the erase
head provides this extraneous field. Therefore, the signal, after
being erased, is re-recorded.
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Figure '7 shows a proof of this re-recording hypothesis.
A MoCiel 350 :r'ecoraer was :3et up with a modified head
sequence so that the tape vi.'ould pa.s8 first over the record head
then over the erase head then ove? the playback head. The
up?er curve marked "no e:::oaSl-,re" was takea with the erase head
unpluggea and show::> the record /pla yb2.ck response of this
systern when recording a ;signal at zero level, then the response
was taken with various amounts of cUr'rer.t in the erase head .n
all cases bulk-erased tape was usee. At the erasure curren~
minus 15-1/2 db the arnoun't of s:i.gnaL wh:ch remains (due to
erase current insuffident to coxnp:i.etely erase the ,,,ignal) is
equal to the a~ywunt of s:glial which is re-recorcied across the
erasing gap; at a frequeGcy of 2100 cycles the two signals are
out of phase, so that a null is caused :.:n the response. At
smaller erase currents the :::;::;.gnal vi/hich has not been e:::"ased
predoITlinates, and at la1:"ger erase currents the re-recorded
signal predominate:L An!!lteresting cOLJ.sequence of this
behavior may be seen in Figure 8 wn::.ch :ohows remanence vs.
erase current at the frequency 2100 cycles, We see that a
null occurs sharply at the current mInus 15-1/2 db, then the
remanence actually increases wHh an increase in erasing
current. This is the sort of an:nnaly that may OCCUl" in
investigating erasure o

SOME MEASURING PROBLEMS.
Leve1 of the S::'gnal to be Erased.
For any given signal recorded on the tape at a level less
than saturation level, the arnount of erase with a given erase
system. is such that the relTianence will always be a given
fraction of the original signal--no 1.'TIatter what the original
signal. This is to say, if we record a signal at operating level
,and find that a givei."~. erase head and current erase this signal
by, say, 50 db, then if We reco::d the signal at 10 db below zero
the erase will still be 50 db and the signal will corne out minus
60, or if it had been recorded at plus 10 then. the :remaner!ce
would be minus 40. Therefore, to avoid noise problem.s in
measurement it is ,ualJ.y convenient to record the signal at a
level 5 to 10 db above our standard tape "operating level. II
Effect of Amount of Bias Used in Recording.
A nother factor which influences the appar ent quality of
eraSure of an erase head is the an10unt of bias current used in
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Reman.cnt Signal After Erase vs. Frequency. For one ()rasurc at various amounts of
crase current. Head: single 4-1/4 mil mica erase gap. 1~) ips, Irish "300" tape.
Standard Audio Equalization.
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Figure 7
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peak bia.03 a:c.d f1\a.t f,;t:~.l:', £l·. ::~'(~'.!.L;~~ ~~~.~cJteQ,s~Ja.g 3JLY10'tt).X:t;:; of bias
r . .'l.ak.e the :,"'ecc,rd eve;:.:~ :~:1()re (~;i,;~'£i,:::~:.lt t('~ eJ.:"E1Geo ~C'}l€;:-,efore$ all
tec,t rec~o;:~d{TCilg~~ sh.n'!J.~.,<"J 'be lCl1(;,.:':~H ":;~"itJl the Saj.Yle a:r::10unt of bias;
pre:erabl·! the tloX'}((lal L7La~; C\:~2rer:t fox~ recoxt11t.'1g"
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3" C cora iT<g",

Figures 9, Iv 3i.".d 1 i l~Ic"['G'C;:'ate the "o:.-t of proble:ms that
171ay occur i~ r;''laking n'lea:.·,;.:.:~e!T;'l.e.C'.t;J Tei.atlng to the qc.2.:1ity of an
e:::'a;"e head. Speciih:al:y, the a:C::J.ount of erasure oepe;:-.ds rather
c::iticalJ.)r on trd3 ~~fV'"avele):-~g~J'"l of !Si:g:::lal ';{:J::'11c11. is bell'!g erased.
(In an of these cuxve8 \;11e (,?'2;Gll:;'e if, to a !,evelaz little a0 20 to
30 db below the recorded Ielrd, aIld this TDakes the effects appear
r . .:1.o::te ~,eJ:'ious tl1arl tIle;l '!f,:,lii~:~ be "i':rith gx'eate:t all.lOunts of e1'"a8ure.
However, these effects do occt:;l" ;';0 sorne extent ,,'lith gTeate1"
eraSUi.--e .. }

o

The three g;::-aphs :3;:H)';,r :-eJ':~ctl.on of recorded level by
e:;.-asu::re VG. frequel'lCY, {I.E' tl';:ee. dif:feJ~ent sorts of heads. The
first :b.ead ~o a shlgle 5D:1'.!" "nka gap, and the two CU2·ve5 show
the erasure for one P3';S ('we;:' ;th~~ head and then foX' tV10 passes
ove:: thif:: head, Next, vv'e ::.a\;lC as:L::nil.ar ·;:J.ot, but for an erase
head v/hich 1.6 a sntarH.12tl:J ALTpex double gap e?ase head u'1ade
v:rith aF~I~JC'oxiltnately 4: JC".r:1.JLls Cl1(:{1~>~~a gn":?, 6 mils rl'loly-peTlnalloy
rnagnetic piece, and the;,A aI;.;),':he:,: I); mil Ynic3 gap.
a ::":b;nih,,y g:;,"oup of data for a head which
has twCl rnic:a gaps 5171Hz; 'Vride a';?cd a 50 mil ferrite xnagnetic
p~ece bet\ilieell. the1C:Cl.
We C~~Gte that i;:'e aU three cases the apparent
a::''1ount of eTase for a g1.Vd:~ erase CU.T.:'Tel'l'C varies greatly
depending upon the Jtec(j~:d ed 'N[H'elengt'a. For curve 10 with the
staac1ajrd Anlpex erase head, thIs a17101...\;1.[; of erase current gives
a fai=ly imp:'C'e:;;sive e::a(-;",u:..:'e Hgue'€; or 60 db at 1600 cycles, but
at I2GO cycle::; Dr 2000 cycles the?'e is only '~£5 db of erasure, or
32 db of el:'asure at lOG c:.rdes. H rnea:;u::ernel:ts a:ce :made only
at one f?equency, ant! QrH.;; lel :}.oi: aYJaz-e 'of thin difference in
erasure at cH..£fe:r:ent \\'alfelE;::J.gths, one ll71ay get aU sorts of
dii£exe:,J.t ?'eadings f;:'QYJCl the C;a.Jn:H'; head, or the sarne :readings for
gTeat1y diffeTent heads,
The la8t Cl.l.J:ve

100 See Herr et a1
the effect.

i:'3

(:~efeY'e:::lce

in Appendix B).
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We have confirmed
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Remanent Signal After Erase vs.Frequency For 1 and 2 identical erasures by head with
single 5 mil mica gap. 15 ips, 3M-109 tape, recorded to "operating level" with 1 kc "peak"
bias. Erase head: modified 1/4 " full track, on Model 350, fed from Model 350 erase oscillator Current (read by Model 350 "erase" metering circuit) -15 db on vu meter both times.
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Figure 9
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Rema;1ent Sign2J After Erase vs. Frequency. For one erasure by standard 1/4 in. full track €rase
head (t_g1iLxp~CCt$~..R!
6.2~'y:J?
__~_~~m.qJ~12~!1<~):~p2~5'£_J.-.1:~!"Q}J..I:Ql~_l1
gap).
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.
-..- - - 15 ips, 3M-lOg tape, recorded to "operating level" with 1 kc "peak" bias
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2,1x18,542 (1957),2,457,299 {l949} and German 617,796.

Z, 702,835 l\L Car~'1ra:J, Feb, 2, 1955: Cites 2,230,913 Schuller
(l9";'1), 2,351, 007 Cam.!'a3 (l94..f:), and 2,418,542 Camras
(l9'±7). Iv'Iultiple pole pr,',ece wi:ce head.
2,718,562 H.A.Hovvell, Sept. 20, 1955: 60 epG E:race Through
r"h
n .h.;r:,oaenharne...1 (19?.J;,
1 ' 2,498,423
i..I.e 'T
'ape. C'lteG 1 , 8".) 7 ) 5 bb
~-1ov"ell {l950}, and 2,604, 550 Beg'.::.l'l (1952;.
c'

,-.",

2, 730, 5'~ Rettinger, Jan. 10, 1956: Two Erase Heads (independe:i\t), Spaced Along the Tape. Cites 2,498,423 Howell (1950),
aEd 2,550,753 AndreVili::; p 95 l).
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2,7 /;,7 0 027 C.F.Sprocty.i:\tf:a;r 22, 1956:

Intensities.
(1955).

Two Gaps, Differing
Cites 2,655.562 Cla.::-k (1953) and 2,702,835 Caroras

7..,284.259 1VL Carn:,:'as 9 1V::a::,. 5, 1951~ Alternate dc Erase of
Decreasing Magnitude. (Sever, patentB cited}.
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ERASE HEADS

o

1. Alternate d. c.

'.
2,688,053
5.16m ERASING MAGNET MOUNTING
AND ASSEMBLY

2,526,358
5.16m DEMAGNETIZING DEVICE
Hugh A. Howell, assignor to the Indiana Steel Products
Company.
October 17, 1950, 5 Claims (Cl. 179-100.2).
This p,llcnt fur magnetic recording describes several
arrangements of hllr,e"hoe and modified horscshoe magnets,
t"scl her with armaturl'S, for providing firot a saturating field
an,: then a 111Odcratl' opl->ositely directcd field to a recording
tape pas"ing l)y.-RH

Edmund Barany, Harold W. Bauman and Melvin Sack~er, atsis'tlors to Ampro Corporation
August 31, 1954 (CI. 179-100.2); filed November 9, 1950
This mounting is intended to clamp an e!ongatl"! horseshoeshaped permanent magnet in the proper position to effect
erasure of a magnetic tape as it passes through a magnetic

2,535,498
5.16m ERASING READ AND APPARATUS FOR

MAGNETIC RECORDERS
Otto Komei, assignor to The Brush Development Company.
December 26, 1950,8 Claims (Cl. 179-100.2).
For erasing magnetic recordings it is sufficient to subject
the magnetic medium to a saturating field, but for good
results with high frequency bias in recording the medium

recording machine. The permanent magnet is clamped under
the screw 24 and the tape is lifted fr')lll the trailing edge of
the magnet by the adjustable strip 29. The residual magnetislll in the tape is. minimized by demagnetizing action of the
opposing field under the trailing pole of the magnet.-RVB

2,784,259
5.16m RECORDING AND ERASE HEAD

o

FOR MAGNETIC RECORDERS
M~.n

Camras, assignor to Armour Research Foundation

01 lllinois Institute of Technology
March 5,1957 (Cl. 179-100.2); filed December 17,1952

1/

should also be left in the demagnetized state. This has commonly dictated the use of an alternating current, usually of
high frequency, so as to subject the medium to an alternating
field of decreasing magnitude. This patent discloses a design
involving perm~nent magnets 161 and 162 so disposed that
the passing medium 31 receives successively alternate magnetizations of opposite polarity and is more nearly demagnetized than by a single magnet. There are included also
suitable mechanical devices and interlocks to move th,'
asscmbly 150 against the tape in the recording process and tc>
remove it at other times.-RH

i
1

I·

2,594,934
5.16m ERASING HEAD FOR MAGNETIC

Heads with multiple pole pieces for erasing and recording
(>Ul'poses are shown in this patent. In one form in which a
permanent magnet is utilized, the record 3 travels upwards.
Eaeh element of the record encounters a succession of

oppositely directed magnetic fields which become weaker at
each gap, until the record emerges in a demagnetized condition.
Heads of similar design with three pole pieces, two coils, and
close-spaced gaps are shown for combination erasing-recording
purposes.-MC

RECORD MEMBERS
Otto Kornei, assignor to The Brush Development Company
April 29, 1952 (Cl. 179-100.2); filed January 20, 1950

III ~(JlI1e magndic recorders permanent magnets arc used
for erasing but if noi:;c is to he held low the tape must experience a succession of ~radually reducing, alternating, fields.
To obtain these with only one permanent magnet there are
clamped to the magnet two plates, each with teeth past which
the tape passes. The fields between these intermeshed teeth
alternate in the required manner.-RH

il

I
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ERASE HEADS

o

3. Multiple a. c. Single Head, cantld.

2. Multiple a. c. Separate Heads.

5.16n: ERASING HEAD FOR :-I.AGNETIC
rf1 2.65,). ')h2. RECOl<DING
DonalJ L. Clark. assiglwr to Stromberg-Carlson Company
Onober 13. 1953 (Cl. 179-100.2): filed FdJruary 23. 1945

2,730,570

S.16m MAGNETIC SOUND RECORD ERASING
METHOD AND HEADS THEREFOR
Michael Rettin:;er, c.::d~;:'lc3" to Radio Corporation of America
January 10, 1956 (Cl. 1'19-100.2); filed Au,."l1st 30, 1(~50
Two or more conllo..'("utive independent magnetic fields of
sliperauciible frequency are used for magnetic erasing, separatt.d by at least one-tenth of a second in time, with at least
fifteen magnetic reversals within each area of maximum field
strength and at least two thousand reversals of diminishing
magnetic field adjacent to each gap.-FWK

I

3.

IncTL'a~cd

Multiple a. c. Single Head.

5.16~

2,535,712
5.16m MULTIPLE GAP ERASE]HEAD FOR
MAGNETIC RECORDING

ctlicicncy i, acc'"llpli-h"d thr'''I>..!: tl.e

2,702,835
ERASE HEAD FOR MAGNETIC

RECO~ER.

MarVin

Crunras, assignor to Armour Research Foundation ot
Dlinois Institute of Technology
February 22,1955 (CI. 179-100.2); filed Au,,"11st 25,1945

Halley Wolfe, assignor to Western Electric Company, In
corporated.
December 26, 1950,5 Claims (Cl. 179-100.2).

o

('ra~illg

use of an !.:rasing' head h;ivil1e !l1uitiph: air g;ql" 9 ;Icr()~s
\\hich rh., medium 8 passes. TIlt' ll,;,gndic Ii...!,!, ;H·'··", these'
air gap:, :ire ~:..;tabli;:,}H'd iroJn a Culnlll~lll nla~l1dil' ("iiI',,: 5
energized hy tlw 11lgll:frcq\ll'llc) ,,,il 12. ll.,le" 20 'II 'k
magnetic curC' aid in dissipatilll1; til .. h(,.,r rl',,,lrillg ir(llll l.ighin'qu<'IH:Y lo,ses.-H \' H

This head is particularly adapted for erasing magnetic
recording wire, and employs an integral stamped core structure. The erasing efficiency is enhanced by the tapered design
of the poles 23, 24, and 25 such that the flux density is low
in all parts of the core except the pole tips. The efficiency is

A magnetic erasing head is described which uses a numbM
of gaps rather than the more usual single gap. This is claimc<l
to produce more effective erasure than obtainable with a singW

further enhanc-ed by the double gap construction since the
tape encounters two erasing fields in its passage OVer the head
from left to right. The second gap 28 is wider than the first 27
resulting in a weaker field which reduces the residual noi~
in the tape.-RVB
2,747,024
5.16m MAGNETIC ERASE HEADS

passage past a single gap of the same size, and to require a
lesser total gap length than is necessary in a single gap, with
consequent reduction in power requirements.-RH

C~ F. Sprosty, assignor to Clevite Corporation

May 22, 1956 (CI. 179-100.2); filed October 4, 1954

2,673,896
5.16m MAGNETIC RECORD ERASING
TRANSDUCER

An erasing head according to this invention has a split pole
over which the energizing coil is placed. The additional gap
.' 9 allows a high intensity erasing field between 12 and 13,
followed by a lower intensity field between 11 and 13. A table of

Michael Rettinger, assignor to Radio Corporation of
America
March 30, 1954 (Cl. 179-100.2); filed December 29, 1951
This magn('(ic tape erasing heau contains t\\'o sfmilar air
gap structures spaceu apart along- the direction of travel of
the tap~. This kature is said to increase the e/TlCkncy uf
erasur~ oy eliminating "reawakening" uf the signal. Each
air gap structure consists of a central copper strip having a
Mu-mctal strip laminated to each side and im'llated therefrom, The copper strips arc connectt'd in parallel to form
part of a single turn coil inllnctively coupled to a 'high frequency transformcr.-l~ VB

A -3

comparison is given to show that this "multiple sequence" head
gave 6 db better erasure with only 75% of the current required
in a prior art single gap head.-MC

ERASE HEADS

o

4. Thru-the-T2.:pe &. 60 Cycle Energized.
2J~~·<)3t"~23

2,604,550

5.16m MEANS FOR DEMAGNETIZING HIGH

COI>RCrvZ FORCE MATERIALS

S.lem ERASE HEAD FOR USE WITH COMMERCIAL
ALTERNATrNG CURRENT OR EQUIVALENT

Hugh A. Howell, lUl~iznor to The Indiana Steel Products
Company.
Februnry 21,1950,6 Clnims (Cl. 179-100.2).

Semi Joseph Begun, asslgnor to The Brush Development
Company
July 22,1952 (Cl. 179-100.2); filed January 21,1947

An erasing head consisting of two C·shaped scores so placed
tha t two pair,; of pole pieces 20, 21, 23, 24 establish erasing
!lclds through the recording medium is disclosed. The m~g
netic circuit of the eri"tng head is energized by a low-frequency
power source 31. In the usual case it has been found impractical

For simplicity alHI luw cost, it is desirable to demagnetize
mo.gnetic recorciillgs with power frequency current rather than
the electronically generated hign frequency currents usu:::.:ly used. Several head designs are described. characterized
il'1. [~eperal Ly magnetic core with non-uniform gap through
wi-,ieh the tape is rlriven. The dimensions are chosen so that at
""e tape speccl used several cycles will occur while the tape
l-:loves from one end 'of the gap to the uther. and the tapc
thereby undergoes a sequence of tidd reversals of gradually
d~reasing strength.-RH
2,638,507
5.16m MAGNETIC RECORD ERASER

Eugene H. Lombardi, assignor to General Precision LaLoratory Incorporated
May 12,1953 (Cl. 179100.21; filed August 24, I<;SO
.\11 ('lectr{)lll~lgll('tic
Il[

;1 COil

dl'111,l?1Ilt.'11,':CI

l!c"', ri!,,·,j "':I . . ·~~;

; ...

16 \\'hich (,Ilergil.(,-; ~l Cd!"C li.':-Inill;lrit,g ill !)(,k ::p'" l~

31

o

• .-9

to use such low frequencies in erasing heads because of the
record which such heads leave on the recording medium. In
this case the difficulty may be obviated to some extent in vicw
of the fact that the direction of the erasing field is perpendicular to the direction of the recording field.-LCH
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2,'718,562
S.l6m ERASE HEAD

Hugh A. Howell and Harold W. Bauman, assignors to Ampro
C O!1loration
September 20,1955 (Cl. 179-100.2); £.led April 17, 1951
Magnetic tape records are erased by a 6O-cps field. The
erasing head polepieces are tapered so that an element of tape
encountel'll about ten ~ycles of successively decreasing' flux afl

pru-.JJ1e gaps of a conventional head. The opposing pole faces

~itudinal direction, It is contended
~ this prcduceli a ~ pwfect erasure at less power con.

ere slightly offset in the

~'Ption than the ~~ d~.-I{H

A-4

it passes through the head. Edges are smooth and round to
prevent local concentrations of field. Parallel tracks not to be
erased are protected by shidding.-MC

LZlt£JL, Z I t .

ERASE HEADS

o

5. Miscellaneous.
2,429,792
5.l6m MAGNETIC RECORDING-REPRODUCING
MEANS AND SYSTEM

Semi Joseph Begun, assignor to The Brush Development
Company.
October 2B, 1947, 17 Claims (Cl. 179-100.2).
An erasinji; or obliterating means for magnetic tape recording is discln:,ed.-LCH.

2,635,149
oS.16m ERASING lVIEANS FOR MAGNETIC

RECORDERS
Rob;;rt M. Cain, assignor to Wilcox-Gay Corporation
April 14, 1953 (Cl. 179-100.2); filed December 3, 1949
This erasing head utilizes a p<Tmancnt magnet device to
obliterate previous signals 011 the tap(·. The gap 20 across
\\"I,ich the erasing field is establisher! is inclincd to the diree-

2,535,481
5.l6m DEMAGNETIZING APPARATUS FOR
~.:AGNETIC RECORDERS
Scmi Joseph Begun, assignor to The Brush Devdopment
Company.
December 2b, 1950, 1 Claim (Cl. 179·100.2).
There is dc:,niL"d a IllagncLic he:.Hl de-igncd I, ,r cril:,in~
Inagnclic recordings on tape or '.\:re \\hich j...; .1Il;q\h~d for q~('
"t I, .... [rc(]llc'nei"s such as 60 cps. The !11;(gl,,·til ,'''!"l' 161 ic

D

o

:
I
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,

I

...

_lh9

~--------Ir--L--I~-----+~
I ... ·

rT t-;1()11 uf cont:lCl with Ih:_' 11l".. d::1Ill <l!ld >11:":i··
,,',,'nt;; L"'ge cllrrcnb are cmpl()~'l':1 ill the ('I';! lbi) In ~:ltllrat(·
1,11"'n,d .11 liw

tion of tape travel so that the tape is saturated in an almost
transverse direction. This reduces the tape noise normally
associated with permanent magnet erasing systems. An alternative arrangement suitable for erasing one track of a
dual track recording is also detailed.-RVB
•
2,688,663
5.16m RECORDER-REPRODUCER

David J. Munroe, assignor to Webster Electric Company
September 7, 1954 (Cl. 179-100.2); filed March 4, 1949
This recorder-reproducer is of conventional design except
for the use of a dual erasing system. A circular permanent
magnet 56 and an ac erasing head are mounted on a movable

in ,JI bllt its thickest cross scction:-. Tioe amount of
upon the t<1P~ is grcatc::;t .-it the gap 165
LII[ is appreciahle o\'('r the enlirl: 1'"n!aC surface. The cross
,("c:i,m i,; "" ;:,raduatcd that the field ('xpericilced I)), the
medium <I,'CCl'd"'; ;.::radually frum the gap 165 in the end of
C(lI1l:lc:t, ;111<1 lhis distance is made great enoLgh t() allow
C(,\','ral cYI'les 1)[ fIeld to occur <Illring tflC pa,c.a;;e of a point
,)1' the lIlc'diulll.-RI!
l'le' C life

l\·a.~:H':·: fill>': J,,'tillg

2,546,927
5.16m POLA.."'UZING HEAD FOR MAGNETIC

RECORDERS
HUEh A. Howell, &Ssignor to The Indiana Steel Products
Company
March 27, 1951 (Cl. 179-100.2); application September 13,
1947
This patent describes a permanent magnet head useful
chiefly for eraoing magnetic records. Assumin!; that longitudinal recording is used, the tape is first subjected to a
saturating field in the longitudinal direction, and subsequently
to a preferably saturating field in the transverse direction bv a
separate set of pole tips.-RH
.

slide which advances to position them in contact with the
tape during the recording function, The tape is first saturated
by the permanent magnet 56 which obliterates all previous
magnetic impulses but leaves the tape in a strongly magnetized condition. The tape then passes through a relatively
weak ac field which reduces the steady component of magnetization to a low value. The ac erase head is of the transformer type, the secondary of which is a single heavy turn
68 which excites the core structure containing the erasing
airgap. The system is particularly effective in erasing 50called "high flux" magnetic tapes and requires a minimum
of ac erasing power.-RVB

2,620,403

2,713,619

5,lOm WIRE RECORDING AND

S.lem MAGNETIC CONDITYONING DEVICE

ERASING MEANS
Walter C. Howey
December 2, 1952(CI. 179-100.2); filed July 10, 19'i8
:\ s\'stem is described for the magnetic erasure of wire by a
~eqlJ('llcc of current pulses of the same polarity, together with
a SllJall direct current.-RH

""lesley L. Eddy, assignor to Ampro Co!-poration
19, 1955 (Cl. 179-100.2); filed March 27, 1951
In magnetically saturating a magnetic record tape prior
to demagnetizing it for erasing purposes, the saturating flux
is confined to a single record track by suitable highpermeability shims properly placed.-FWK
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APPE]>JDIX BD
ERASE REFERE:NCES FOR r.{AGNETIC TAPE.

Bulleti:a :# 11 ~ Tir.{le
Eifects i::-1 EX'c\,sing l£2.gnet'l-:: :?;.eco:tci"ngG l and #2.:.~: (July 1953)
AC Erasure of Magnetic Tape.
;:/~:. ~nesota

1'1Zin.in.g & l\Afg . (COo

Sou.n~ta.lk

Pllolisb.ed Papc:r's

He::::, lAurphy {1;t Vi et:;:;d~ SOine DifJtincti'le PTope:..·~:ie:3 of
J:L:og"".etic Recording lJledia, J.Sl,/!.PTE 52: 77-88 (Jan. 1949),
Tt. . !s ·p2..pe;t~ rl'1.el:,tio1.1S tb.e fact tha'~ ciffic1:.1ty of erase :5 ill~"
f~'llerlced by the 8l:a.no·cn'1t of bias used i\'1 recoZ"dillgO) }~igt:.::,e 4
S~;'O'TJS tl1e alTlOl:irl:G of e7'a t,3:...11'"e 'IS
the origir~al bias fOT sigT~als
v/!.1ich 11.ad t:Cle sal"'ne origir:al relTIl'1ant flux"
(>

Re'~tbgeJt,

M.: AC r/iagneHc; Er2se I-leads, J.SIAPTE 56: 407This desc:~f,bes seven different configurations
of e:case heads. No theol'e\;:'cal discussion.
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APPEND:X C.

NOiSE LEVEL FROM THE ERA8E HEAD vs. BULK ERASE.
SETUP:

AT.'l'pex Model 350, 1/4. 11 fan tz'ack recorder.
h'lsh "300" Shamrock tape operating at peak bias, 1000c,
15 ips.
NAB equalization.
Noise Measuring Equ'lpn'lent:
Flat: Hewlett-Packard Model 400-D, VTVM preceded by
SKL £nteT~ set for 20 e to 20 ke.
Weighted: UGing network similar to ASA, ".\" response for
sound level meters (see curve and circuit on next page).
Reference for Noise l-.Aeasurement:
Operating level section of 15 ips standard tape #4494-A2.

Flat
7 1/2 ips
15 ips

0

-6Z db
1. Amplifier only
2. Bulk erased tape
-61
3. Bulk erased tape rl:ln
over erase & record
head.
-60
4 . Bulk erased tape run
over record head

Weighted
15 ips
7 1/2 ips

-62 db
-61

-76 db
-68

-76 db
-67

-58

-63

-61

-60

-58

-63

-61

over erase head or.ly. -60

-58

-63 1/2

-62

'Only.

5. Bulk erased tape run

Note:

.,

In line A: data are the same for unplugging
the eraee head or for lifting the tape from
the erase head.

We see that for either :response or speed the bulk erased tape
run over erase and record heads (line 3) is noisier than the
bulk erased tape only (line 2). However, the bulk erased tape
run o'lrer the record head only (Ene 4) ill just as noisy as, or
noisier than. the bulk erased tape run over the erase head
only (Hne 5). This shows tb.at the additional noise is introduced by the bias in the record head and NOT by the erase head.
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of magnetic
tape.equipment with substantial wide·
hand properties, broadcasters have
found the systems ideal for many pur·
poses. To maintain the hi·fi character·
i~tic~, erasure control has been found
til be extremely important. As a result
~t·vt'ral erasing techniques have been
developed. In studying the problem at
ollr station, it was found that a very
satisfactory erasing unit could be built,
lI~ing a rewound power transformer.
To create the required strong ac
field. we selected a burned·out power
transformer with E and I laminations.
The old winding was removed, the I
laminations discarded, and 800 turns of
No. 22 enameled wire was wound to
lit the winding space. Incidentally, it
was fonnd that the number of turns or
tht' size of the core was not critical.
However; the winding should have
fllough turns so that it will not burn up
when 120 volts of ac are applied to the
winding. Our rewound unit was found
to hecome quite warm, but the heat was
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT

'

,,

Cross-sectional "iew of rewound transformer
used for maqnetic tape eraBiD.,.

~
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quite tolerable after five minutes of op'
eration.
Operation

To erase a reel of tape, the coil is
connected to the power supply and the
reel of tape is gradually brought into
the magnetic field, until the reel is in
contact with the butt ends of the E
laminations. The reel is then slowly
rotated, tirst on one side and then on
the other side of the reel to ensure complete demagnetization. The tape is
then gradually removed from the field.
The supply voltage should not be
disconnected while the reel is in the
magnetic field, as this will cause a
thumping sound to remain on the
tape.
We found that the red·oxide coated
tape will erase much more quickly than
the black oxide tape. However, both
can be erased.
Tape wound on metal reels will not
e(ase ,properly_and should be rewound.
on plastic reels. It was found that 'the

t,

..
"

.'

erase head on most recorders actually
recorded a slight noise back on the
tape.
Accordingly, for really super
recordings, the tape can be erased with
the coil and then the recording made
with the tape recorder erase head dis·
connected or removed from contact with
the tape. This will result in a record·
ing with no perceptible background
noise. It was also noticed that the
recording head would sometimes be·
come slightly magnetized causing a
slight noise to be recorded on the tape.
This trouble can be corrected by bring·
ing the energized eraser coil in contact
with the record head and then gradual·
ly removing it.
The erasure unit can be potted in a
wood or fiber box. A metal box must
not be used, as the ac magnetic field
will cause an annoying vibration of the
eraser. Even aluminum and copper
were found to be unsatisfactory. If a
cover is used over the pole pieces, it
,llhouJ<!, he .yery, tliin so that maximum
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oMagnetic Tape Erasure
by Permanent Magnets
ROBERT HERR*
Applications of d-c pulses may be used to obtain erasure almost comparable to the
results possible with a-c bias, pro~iding the conditions are carefully controlled.

F

OR,OOOD

o

f;UASURE

of rna gn e tic

til. ·. p. e......r. e. c.ordings, . two requirements
should be met. The first is complete
obliteratiQII of previous signals. This
condition is met if, at some time in
the erasing process, the magnetic material is saturated in'~atlellst one direction. The second requirement is demagnetization of the tape. This is important in order to· achieve minimum
background noise and minimum distortion in the subsequent recording:
This condition is best met by subjecting the magnetic material to a large
number of cycles of alternating fields
of symmetrical waveform which at
some point in the process reach substantial saturation and, thereafter, decrease gradually through many cycles
to zero.
A third consideration of some practical importance is that the process be
insensitive to the magnetic characterh,tics of the tape to be erased, so that
a given erasing means may be used
without change for any of a wide
variety of tapes. The alternating field
process, wi.th a high enough maximum
field, will work on any tape. Some permanent magnet processes will obliterate the signal from any tape, but leave
various states of magnetization on various tapes.
Thus from a magnetic point of view,
demagnetization by alternating fields
is satisfactory, but from a manufacturing point of view it is attractive to
erase tape by one or more permanent
magnets because such erase offers
ec~nomy, reliability, simplicity, light
wClght, and freedom from servicing.
This paper discusses some of the points
to consider in the use of permanent
magnets for erase.
If the erasure is f;Q be followed by
recording with d-c bias there is no
problem. Here the erase should not be
designed_ f;Q d~magnetize the tape but
to saturate it, and a single saturating
magnet is all that is. required. However, with this type of recording, a
• Minnesota Mining and Manulacturing CII.,

St. Paul, Minnesota.

high noise level is unavoidable
most present day recorders use a-c
The following discussion assumes
the erase will be followed by a-c
recording.

and
bias.
that
bias

D-C "Pulse" Erasing

With a single permanent magnet of
&ufficient strength to saturate the tape,
the signal may be easily obliterated but
the noise level of even a perfect tape

which we obtain from any gross measure·
ments represents an average over many billions of oxide particles. These particles are
crystals or . oriented aggregates of crystals,
each of which has preferred axes of mag·
netization. For a given direction of magnetization; each crystal orientation will result
in a different contribution to the observed
hysteresis loop. Under these conditions, a
cycle of two pulses cannot be adjusted to
demagnetize all the particles. However, a
gross average of zero magnetization can be
obtained, and when it is, the noise will be
much reduced from that obtained with one
pulse because,
a.) The magnetization of individual
. particles, while not zero, will likely be
less than that resulting from saturation,
and
b.) Noise resulting from tape irregularities of relatively long wave length
will be effectively reduced.

DUliNG
!a£CONO
PUl~' \

Fig. I. Curve showing principle of demagnetixation by two doc pulses.

2, Any given erase will not be optimum
for a variety of tapes, although it may be
better than a ·single-pulse erase for all of
them.
3. In actual use, the tape when heard has
passed not only the erase head but also the
record head. In this process the bias field
acts on the tape, even when no audio is
recorded. Thus the demagnetization result
discussed above is of purely academic interest. What is important is the condition of
the tape after erasure and biasing. In bias·
ing, the tape is subjected to an a-c field of
increasing and then diminishing strength.
For a demagnetized tape the bias \if of
good design) changes conditions very little,
but for a tape erased by one or a few doc
pulses the change may be considerable. To
some extent the bias field acts as an in·
complete (i.e., non-saturating) a-c erasure
and tends to reduce noise. It may, however,
tend to alter an average tape magnetization
from the zero value in which a permanent
magnet .erase cycle left it, and thus tend
to increase noise. This will be made clear
below.

would be fairly high and that of actual
tapes is very high. For example, noise
levels of 20 to 30 db higher than those
r.ormally obtained with a-c erase are
common. In addition, the polarized
condition of the tape leads to serious
even order harmonic distortion in the
subsequent recording, a condition which
is absent with a good a-c erase. The
expedient of a "single pulse" permanent magnet (or d-c) erase can therefore be justified only· when cost or
simplicity is the prime consideration.
The next step is to consider two d-c
"pulses." In principle such a cycle can
demagnetize, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The first pulse should be
A characteristic of a tape in which
saturating (in either direction); the
second pulse is of opposite polarity and nn average zero magnetization has been
of just such strength as to leavtl the achieved by a few d-c pulses is that it
material with zero magnetization after i~ composed of a collection of parti~ks
all of which may be magnetized. I f a
itc. removal.
.
At this point several considerations small a-c field is applied and gradually
reduced to zero, it may demagnetize
.enter:
1. The hysteresis loop of the material some of tllese elements or alter some
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d~maill boundaries that are relatively

o

unstable, while not aifecting others.
When this happens the average magncti7.atioll is 110 longer zero.·

next to last, and so on. This shows the extent to which the erase schedule failed to'
demagnetize tbe material and achieved instead merely a zero average !lux, as described above.

Method of Obtaining Data

Experimental D-C Pulse Head

To take quantitative data, a large
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solenoid was used to apply known fields
to a }:'t-inch square rod, 12 inches long,
of oxide dispersion. The magnetization
\\ as measured by passing the rod
through a pickup coil connected to a
bllllistic galvanometer. A doc pulse was
administered by setting the desired
current from storage batteries in the
magnetizing solenoid and passing the
rod through the solenoid. Diminishing
a.c. fields were obtained in the same
. way, using a 60 cycle supply with a
Variac. The diminishing was done by .
the movement of the rod rather than
by the Variac. After each pulse of d.c.,
the magnetization of the rod was meas- .
ured, and after a suitable erase schedule, the rod waBsubjected to a-c fields
and measured after each "shake" beginning with weak and increasing to
saturating a-c fields. The units for
magnetization were left arbitrary, although they could be converted to absolute values of flux lines or gauss; the
fiek~ values were measured in oersteds.
The data are summarized in Fig. 2.
The schedules of doc fields used to
erase are shown at the left for erasures
of from one to five doc pulses. Beneath
each pulse applied is tabulated the residual flux, measured following that
pulse. To the right of each schedule is
plotted the magnetization as a function
of the peak value of the a-c field to
which the sample was subjected after
erase.
Lea"ving" aside the bottom curve, the
curves form a family which illustrate·
the basic phenomenon. The top curve is
a single-pulse doc erase, which leaves a
large magnetization which is hardly reduced by ordinary bias fields (of the
order of 200-300 oersteds). The next
two curves show two-pulse erasureswith obvious improvement over the
single-pulse erase. The first of these
I'chieves zero average magnetization
after erase, but the a-c field corresponding to the bias increases the magnetization very markedly. The second of these·
two shows an erase so designed as to
leave zero magnetization after biasing
with 280 oersteds. Various three, four,
end five pulse erasures follow and it
may be seen that:
1. Gross. or average. magnetization may be
made no more complete but enormously
more stable by increasing the number of·
pulses in the erase schedule.
2. One can alter the shape of the curves
deliberately and predictably by choosing the
sequence of pulses. As the a-c field is inc~ased fonowing a multi-pulse doc erase, the
malerial retraces itsoast history, "forgetting"
first the last or weakest doc pulse, then the
Allnl"

~~I~I~I~~~I~I~

The schedules shown are, of course,
:l'.ot all the data taken. For a given re-

sult the magnitude of pulses had to be
chosen with great care. In practice, one
of the fields from commercial magnete
could not be controlled within the fraction of one per cent nece.sal'Y to get
the rf.'sults shown fol" a five pulse erasure. A magnetization of 10 to 25 units
on the vertical scale of the curves would
be a good practical result.
Another .factor of great importance
in
tape erasure is that fields aprHed. .. to the tape are not uniform
through the· tape. Thus for a given
array of magnets the layers of tape
next to' the magnets might experience
nelds proportional to but stronger than
the fields acting on a more'remote layer

actuaf

M"XIMUM fIELD

PULSI t.!UM&ER

I

l

3

of the _~pe. The last curve of Fig S
llrustrates the inadequacy of a fivepulse schedule which is similar to the
one directly above it but with all values
increased by the factor 1.86. It does a
poor job, and if one must contend with
such variations, either more pulses
must be used or poorer results expected.
The schedules shown in Fig. 2 are
also non-universal with respect to the
magnetic properties of the tape. A
schedule best for one tape will not be
best for another, although it will be
better than a single pulse. Universality
ill necessarily tied in with a very large .
number of pulses such as approximate
true demagnetization.
In actual tape recording, not only
are there gradients in the erasing fields
but also in the biasing field. For con-'
ventional ring-type record heads. the
bias-field gradient across the thickness
of the tape may introduce a factor
from two to five between the fields near
t!J.e front and back of the tape. Thus
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Fig. 2. Chart showing characteristics of erasure by various schedules of d-c
.
pulses. using-rods as the magnetic medium.
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o
Fig. 3. Experimental d-c erase head providing five separate poles which may
be magnetized to any desired degree and polarity.

o

(;ach particle has its own post-erase
history and the curves of Fig. 2 are
valuable chiefly in understanding the
basic phenomena. However, it is reasonably safe to predict from them that a
careful arrangement of three to five
successively opposite permanent magnet
fields will give substantially quieter
erase (10 to 15 db) than a single magnet. The data also show the importance of adjusting the magnets by observing noise after the tape is subjected
fu the bias field.

The results for various pulse erasures
by this head are shown in Fig. 4. Tabulated on the left are pulse ampere-turns
in successive legs of the special erase
head, and on the right are graphed the
noise levels for various bias currents
in the record head following erase. For
the tape and head used, a typical bias
current would be .07 or .08 amps. The.
noise levels are plotted in db rela-tive
tCl the so-called d-c noise which results
from a single saturating d-c pulse followed by no bias.

Comparison of Results

Practical Results

To see to what extent the above
phenomena are reproduced in actual
d.-c erase of recording tape, the erase
head shown in Fig. 3 was constructed.
The core is soft iron and the legs were
wound with separate coils which could
hE: energized with i~dependently controlled d.c. This made possible the
erasure of tape by a succession of varIOUS numbers of d-c pulses in a manner
analogous fu the experiments with rod
and galvanometer. In this case the
erase was followed by the usual record
head employing a-c bias of variable
amount in place of the a-c solenoid
l'haking field, and the residuals were
measured in the form of noise at the
playback head in place of the galvanometer measurements of magnetization.
When first tried, this head gave disappointing results. The use of two
poles lowered the noise about 5 db below that for single-magnet erase, but
no adjustment of any numb~r of additIOnal poles gave any substantial further improvement. This was traced to
the large field gradients existing near
the pole tips which had been machined
'"ith fairly sharp covers. To reduce the
iocal field gradients, all pole faces were
covered by a layer of "Scotch" cellophane tape (.003 inches), and the good
performance described below was obtained. Perhaps still greater field uniformity would have yielded still better
results. In any ease, it indicated that
a good practical design would not employ very sharp magnet edges next to
the tape.

In comparing the graphs of Fig. 2
with those of Fig. 4 one must remem-

...

o

her that the vertical scale of the former
is linear whereas that of the latter is
logarithmic. It may be Been that, 8S
predicted, the best erasure conditions
. must be -chosen with the bias operillting,
since the pulse schedules for best erase
and best erase-pIus-bias are not the
snme. It is also evident that the bias
may act to Increase the noise as well
as to reduce it, in accordance with the
basic data of Fig. 2. It is not possible
to relate the number and strength of
pulses fu the shape of the curves so
0asily as in Fig. 2. presumably because
of the gradients in erasing and biasing
fields. The improvement in noise for
multiple-pulse erase over that for
single-pulse erase is about as would be
predicted by the data of Fig. 2.
The improvement of the two-pulsf'
erase over the one-pul~e method is evident, and the addition of a .third pulse
offers significant further improvement.
Beyond this point improvement is very
slight, although more pulses could be
used advantageously if a more gradientfree field were supplied or if it were
desired to make the erase efficient for a
wide variety of tapes.
In general, it would seem that a wen
designed mul~i-pulse d-c erase system
[Continued on pagf! 29]
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;'000, 10,000 were c1lO"en for ealibl"ation
points since they arc ahout (,{}ual1y separnted on the log scale. A selected network is infl(!rted in the signal path of
the amplifier, aud the output of the
I(enerntor drops to zero at the null
fr(.'<!uency, thereby IIccurately defining
the position of that frequency on the
eereen. Selection of each null network
in turn allows calibration of the screen
at the selected frelJueneies. A switch on
the front panel provides for seleeting
these null points. Feedback in the amplifier sharpens the nulls so that at one
oetave above or below the null the outl;ut is within one decibel of the final
value:;. Figure 7 shows the. pattern produced by the 50-cps null point in a
ilwcep from 20 to 20,000 cps.
The last problem to be discussed
eoncerns the method of obtaining a
vertical scale which is linear in decibels
rather than in voltage. The desirability
of a logarithmic vertical coordinate
need not he justified here beyond mention that accepted practice utilizes LogLog coordinates. Figure 11 illustrates
the eircuit of an amplifier that distorts
the signal applied to it according to a
logarithmic law introduced by the
hllck-tn-back connected IN34 Germanium diodes. The output voltag-e across
these diodes is instantaneously proportional to the logarithm of the input
mltag-e to the amplifier stage.
In use, the output terminals of the
log amplifier are connected to the vertical input of the oscilloscope and the
inJlut terminals are connected to the
output of the equipment lmder test.
Figure 12 shows the linearity of this
IImplifier when the' peak output voltRl(e is plotted against decibels input.
It can bo seen that tho linearity is
~ood over a range' of about 26 db or
an input voltage ratio of about 20 to
1. This is sufficient for most respome
c"rves. In Fig. 5, which shows tIle
6db/octave rise of a high-pass RO
combination, the linearity of both the
log frequency scale and the vertical
decibel scale can be checked.
The unit constructed according to
the principles herein outlined has given
stable, trouble free service and the in~
herent flexibility of the all electronic
design 'has proved itself many times
t(. bo highly deSIrable.
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will yield noise levels (after bias) from
10 to 15 db lower than is obtainable
with a single saturating pulse. This
represents a considerable sacrifice compared with what can be done with a
.. 11 .... -

TAPE OR DISK
'IOU CHOOSE FAIRCHILD
FOR TOP flERFORMANCE

*

The Fairchild "Syn(hroll" Drive
System combines advantages of the
transfer of power through soft rubber
idlers with those of direct gear control
of the capstan. This unique development of Fairchild results in a nO-Iii"
syn(hronolls tape drive,

*roughness
High Frequency Flutter causes
in a reproduced sine wave,

tone. Smooth motion in the Fairchild
Tape Recorder is apparent in the
tleanliness of simple musical tones.

*

Hum problems are generally recog·
nized as inherent in magnetic recorders.
The high efficiency of Fairchild Playback Head design and amplifier construction results in a hum measurement
at least 68 db down. (ref. 2%
distortion) •

UNIT 100

THE FAIRCHILD PROPESSIONAL TAPE
RECORDER easily outperforms requirements set by NAB Standards. Features
include: "plug-in" type construction,
both mechanical and electrical, for uninterrupted service; interlock system
to prevent accidental erasing; volume
indicator and circuit metering; adjustment of playback head during operation for optimum performance with
all tapes; simultaneous monitoring
from the tape during actual recording.
Major network and recording studios
are using Fairchild Tape Recorders.
Write for complete information.

FAIRCHILD SYNCHRIJNIJUS DISI( RECDRDERS
ACCURATE PROGRAM TIMING--Synchronous . direct to the center gear
drive for shows "on the nose".
FREEDOM FRO'M Wow-No slippage. No musical pitch change to
make listeners aware the show is
transcribed.
SOUND ON FILM DUBBING--Many
of the motion picture sound tracks
you hear and enjoy are first recorded
on Fairchild Synchronous Disk
Recorders.
Above are some of the features that have gained FAIRCHILD the reputation for
the finest in recording equipment. Fairchild Synchronous Disk Recorders are manufaaured in 3 models; Unit 523 for the finest fixed studio installation; Unit 539K
for the small budget studio; Unit 539G (shown above) for console performance
in a portable unit. Maintain your reputation for making the finest transcriptions
, and masters with Fairchild equipment. Write for itIustrations and complete

specifications.

.
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RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

154TH mEn A~D TrH AVENUE, WHITESTONE, L. I•• N. Y_
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rE.'ally excellent a-c erase, although it
may be· only slightly poorer than a
,typical cheap a-c erase and bias system
ill which there may be bad wave form
and/or doc .components. D-c erasure is,
therefore, not to be considered for
machines in which maximum quality
is necessary; for the cases where it is
to be used, the information given above
may be of value in design and testing.
The author wishes to ·thank the man&gement of ',the Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company for permission to publish the data contained in
this paper, which was obtained in connection. with research on "Scotch"
Sound Recording Tape.

takes great pleasure in presenting the NEW

MAGNECORDER PT6·JA

PT6-JA r ...rdlng
mechanism and amPlifi.r

MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDER

The Iwo-case portable Magnecorder PT6-JA is designed for the professional
user Conforms to all N.A.B. specifications. Frequency response 50 to 15,000
cycies-2db, less than 2'10 harmonic distortion. Tw~ tape ~peeds, 7'h" and IS"

,

:;t:r~~1h s~~:k:r :,,;~dm!:~~eb:i~t:i~~' ~ ...1. ~~~~t~ ..a.~.~~~.. ~~.p.I.I.~~~.... $499.50
Same as above but with high-speed forward ..................................$515.50

.

AND THE

I.'
I

NEW' DUOTAPE MAGNETIC RECORDER

I

i

I·

. PARTS KIT

o

Anyone can assemble this
kit with screwdriver, pliers
and soldering iron. Precision engineered par t s,
• panels drilled, difficult assemblies factory assembled
and tested. Contains motor,
all tape parts, erase/record/reproduce head, oscillator coil, hardware and
full instructions. Amplifier
circuit and parts list included. Playing time one hour on dual tape, records half
CAA
hour in each direction. Recording speed 7112", response excellent
from 80 to 9000 cycles. Complete kit of parts ...... ;......................... . ........

95

For FREE Literature, write Dept. A.
COME IN FOR DEMONSTRATION

•

I
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IN STOCK FOR

SIMPLEX RECORDER TAPE
SPLICER
l Pa~

i'ending)

A MUST FOR EVERY TAPE USERtt

Price

$5'.95

Less Splicing Tape'
Use. Standard Seetch
8plic:ing Tape No. U
16c: per 66 ,ft. roll
EVERYWHERE

NOW EDIT &: SPLICE ALL TAPES IN SECONDS
Reclaim and U8" all odd lengths of tapa
• NON-MAGNETIC BLOCK
• PRECISION MACHINED
• JOINT STRONGE.R THAN TAPE
• EVERY SPLICE STRAIGHT &: TRUE
• EVERY SPUCE MADE AT COI.\RECT ANGLE
When OnIerlrtg Include A_unt for Splicing Tape
Dealer IllfIulrlee Invited
ManufaclurOd. by

.BURNETT SERVICE CO.
178 W ...t. 168th Street· ..

N.... York 5S. N. Y.

MAGNETIC RECORDER
.. [from page 18]

t

from the tape. Opening the gate of the
head housing removes the tape from
contact with the heads for fast winding. Threading is •extremely simple,
as the tape can be merely dropped between the open gate and housing with
no fear of snarling or catching. Tilt
adjustments are provided on the record
and playback heads so that they may
be aligned while the machine is running.
Amplifier Assembly

A great deal of work has gone into
the simplification of all electronic
components to reduce size and cost.
Wherever possible, costly transformers
have been eliminated, and dual tubes
!iuch as the 6SN7 have been used to
reduce space requirements.
The recording amplifier has a
bridging-input transformer, which can
be used either matching or bridging,
and the amplifier has sufficient gain
to record from any line level from .,.-30
VU up. Ample recording current is
provided so that no distortion is introduced by the recording amplifier well
beyond the current necessary to saturate the tape. A screwdriver gain controi 'is provided, as' well as a highfrequency equalizing adjustment and
a bias current adjustment.
A novel bias and erase supply has
been provided which leaves the tape
remarkably quiet, and which is uncritical to voltage variations and other
adjustmE.'nts.
-, .
The playback amplifier will deliver
+ 25 dbm at 1 per cent total harmonic
distortion into a 150- or 600-ohm line.
. This is ample reserve for the normal
4 VU to
8 VU.
operating level of
A screwdriver gain control is provided,
and a high-frequency equalizing adjustment fO.r flat playback response
from a standard tape.
Overall performance characteristics
are well within the proposed NAB
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o

l

"Ad",'antages of the two head videotape
, system." INTERi'rATIONAL TV TECH REV.
July 1961, pp. 19-21.

Goodall, George B. TELEVISION TAPE
RECORDING. Robin@ Industries Corp.,

1959.
)terr. 'ft." tiMaanet1o' 'l'ape :£r(l.ou1"o by pet'mll\nQn~ , ""'\'
Magnets, 1~ AUDIO ENGINEERING, Vol. 33, pp. H-: 16, 29-}0. AUZ.
;
"
"
",\
''', Discussi,on ,01' requ1liement,s for good erasure
'
.' and ,u, se ,of permanent, magn, et,lll" hOW, apPlicationj
, 01' de pulses may, b,e .use4 ,to ,obta1n erasure
'
;, a,lmo st , comparable t,o resul.~s posSibl.e w1th ao
, , bias, providing D,ondlt,1qns are, oaretully con·
, trolled. (483)'
, ' ,'. ;:' , ' '"" ': "

I: l

Benham, E. E. "Some engineering aspects
of videotape recordjng production."
IRE TRANS ON AUDIO, Aug. 1960, pp. 21-24.

Bernstein, J. L.
Rider, 1960.

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING.

!t

HGrr, R., and Von BOhreri, 'R.A:. "Selective Era- -",
j: sure
MaGnet 1c Tape Cross..Tallt, 11 'ELECTRONICS,
,j ~~:,Vol.
5, pP.l~4·,1l5., AUG.'
'. ,
, " '
.
~,A des r1pt1on of the practical appj.~';';;'';:!.!:'!l of
"
", thiS ~ochnique to one type of maGnetio tape.
'!
Genorallya small' eraGe current, Ai 0.1 X normal,
"Bibliography on demagnetization in magnetic:
r '.
",,~ 'was 'found to reduce print.throueh sic:;nals. (1)
I
tape." TIS Bibliog. 10 Nov 1961.
,6.8 db w1thout' affectinG ,the recorded signal at
,all', or (2) 10-: 12 db with a recorded siGnal re;
[
,.~p.uction ,o~'\Jl c1b., However, a.& the erase';'head ' \ ,,,
',c;leS1,cn: was found to affect the relative reduc"
I·
, ti.oi),'. ~1' It and hi' signals, ,tests were carried'
,
•.•• out'1l1th three types of erase 'heads; (a) with
,/" ,
h
~lark, C. B. and Haynes, J. L. FAGI'ORS
;:
·;;,:',an,'air.. cap or 0.001 inch ,(b)' with an air-cap ot:·
, LIMITING THE PERFORMANCE OF VIDEO
. ,O.021noh, and (0) one 'of 'the.t'orm of a solenoid,
;,
~ING HEADS.' SRI Project 2180
ithX'Oue:;h which ,the tape ,is thre'aded and which
i,
. • ",' : gives a' more' un1form field 1n: the maGnet 1e coat..
i'
f~Ampex Corp., Aug. 1957.
,
" ;) ",ing. "A 1 kO' and an hi" signal we,,-e reeoBdod on
L"
the tape. 16 hours atter storing at 65 C, for
t',;
.
._.
a Given reduc~1on ot the printed 81t:.;nal tho 1
~t'·
l"Erase head development" Engineering
0"" jgJ~\;:' lee s1gnal was fou,rid to ,have ,tallen approx. t h o , ;
A_
C
J
1958
' t " f I " • samo in all cases, but theht signal was slight(:"
pro j ect 581 ,.t1.IUpex orp." une,
.,"
::,:ly less reduoed w1th head (c)'than (b) and sub.
::
-"1'
,f,,:,:stantially loss ,than with (a.). Based on these
,
:::
Y ap- . ~ t:
illErase oscillator" Engi,neering
•
O(to,~.'
reG~lts,'
a
,pm,
ot!,
cal
procedure
par,t,1cularl
""
.I;' pl1ca.ble ~O' professional ;record1ne. 1s outlined. 1 t·
report. 578, Ampex Corp., Feb. 1958.
'
r,:,':'l'he tact t'hat thG teohnique can be ,used with cer-z '
,
'1,]1, ta1n, tapes onl,Y,18.emPhas1ze,d·(727). ,~'
,
Hildebrancf~·'T. A.; "Magnetio-Tape Eraser" TELE- '
i
l"Full details of RCA I S new videotape
",,vISION ENGINEER, Vol. 1,'p~21. 'Jun. '
I
, Illustrated description ot erasing un1t bu11t
I
reoord.er." INTERNATIONAL TV TECH
',; by enS1ne!rS of stati'on KMBY. :C1111ngs, l-ion, REV~ May 1961, pp. 36-42.
. ~,tal".a; un1" 1s power transformer" w1th E and I
,laminations,. rewound to prov1de magnetizat10n
..
c~~g!"..a~d max111lU1l1 erasure' 01' s1~ls on tape.
Gatz: Ho', "Interference Recorders with Periodio
... Erasure," ARCHIV FOR TECHNISCHES NESSEN, No.
Johnson, G. N. et al., "Cooling circuit
" ',238, pp.251-251j.. Nov," (In Germim.).
'
extends magnetic recorder response"
'.. Several, techn1Q.ues are described :Cor monitor" ,ELECTRONICS, Mar. 10, 1961, pp~ 186-7.
, ", ine at' high-speed potential interference sour-'
':' 'ce s. a':lt,omat 1eall1 transferring to a permanent'
:,Kolb',' 0., Ie., "Some Aspects 01" MaGn~t1c S,ound'
, record any specitic 1nterference received' and .
,', Recordil'l8, n BRITISH' INSTITUTION OF RADIO EN.
then eras1nG the original recording so that
GINEERS JOURNAL. Vol. 12, pp.~O,7-316. May.
the recording med1um can be used again. One' ..
A brief h1story and a descript1on-ot normal
,:devloe embodies a rotat1nc; drum coated w1th
eQ.uipment areg1ven. Operation,without bias,
,printer1 S ink on which the recordilll; 1s made
Wi~h,dc b1as,and with the tar ,superior hi'bias
. with a mechanioal, osoUlog~~ph. A magne\;1c
arl:! compared. ,Explanat1ons,of the op~rat10n
recorder, essentially convent1onal exoept tor
, ,01' hf bias according to l'letzel and to 'Moritani
;,., "use ot a playback amplifier with partIou:", are d~scussed' 1il detail. Zenner's 'attempt at
:. ~ &oOd equalIza~10n, is, descr1bed.(1p69)
~ ,:' a mathelilaUcal approach blrcOnSider1ng the t1t
, "
',~,~.-l
":ot; a, 5th (n~der ,equat1on; to' the' n.;H ourve i8,
descr1bed.-'In a,study'ot mecHanismot erasure,
the practical imposs1bilIty' 0(' removinG the
Goldberg, A. A. and Hannhh, M.
',l~st trages of. 8Jlhi' eras1:pg SIgnal and ',the
1mproved erasure obtained with"an ac':'ma'ins
"Video tape analY2er." SMPl'E JNL,
mass erasUre are p01~tedOut,., "'~M' s:urpr1s1ng..,
Feb. 1961, pp. 85-89.
, 'lY mnal~ 1,mprovement obtained by, era's:l:ng at
-........--.. - ... ....,
'VJUlY 1.0\1 &!Deed. is mentioned.;' '7aL.\
. '
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:Werner,p~ H•• and Kohler. E., liThe Proper:t1es

of I.Todern l1aenet.i0 Tapes, II TECllN'ISCHE ~lITTEI:r,..
; UNGEN' P. T. T., Vol. 38. No.7,· pp. 2l7-228 •.
:'. (In French and German).
. . The properties of three GermE.n and three Amer- .
· . ican tapes are reviewed, primarlly frOM the
:: :...viewpoint of professional record1nc require.> ments and.hmee· interchanBeabllity. The 1'01·.
,',' lo'W'inC mechan10al and macnet1ccharacter1st1os
, .. are ·disoussed briefly: 'W' 1dth, e1on~ation. frio~ tion', storace, sensitivity, frequency response,
... d1stortiort, nolS~ level and Gl'al?ip;!"1.1.ty. the

: McKnight, J. ERASE PROCEDURE.
Ampex Document, Jan. 1959.

o

..

' .

.'

.,

'

.

,'.'Study ot .PulseErasure in
a Mat;net1~ Hemor;{ •.n RADIOTECKHNIKA, Vol. 10.
l~o. 4, pp".. 6~72 •. Apr.
(In RuSSian).· ..
: II. bloclc schematic is t;1ven ot an experimental
~~~Qm.nt um1n~ ~ hoa~G on a4rum 15 'om in
..dia. rotat1/lC at '.000 rpm. Each 'head car.. rios '.w1ndings·tor writinG.' readin~·and era.
.' Una.. It is .first shown that an erasing pulae
,equal in tol1dth to that written and aocuratelY
) " oOinc1dent causes incomplete erasure With a
. Signal/residue lcalled. signal/olutter' in the
paper) ratio of 5•. ~ increasint; th~ length
. ·.ot the erasi~ pulse' so that. it spans' that to
,:'.( be eratiod and by using reoord1n3'level~: ot sa•
. . tUl'at10n. and between' one-halt an~ one... tll.1.rd ot
'r 8a.tul~tion the. signal/residue'rat1o:,1s11ilprove4
• to ·10. 'This ·1s considered :t.o . be' 'a~ good· :vorle.
•.• 1nart1CUre~ (ll03) , . . ,::. :. '.. .\; .
;
.. :.'
.,',
.
. , ' ,.,'
. ':
....
.Otongenden. R.

Q.

"'"

' . po:!-nt beir16 maae, that c1ClSp1to', oOl'ulidora'blo'

...·difference in properties, all six tapes .come
. : 'W'ith1n the prescribed tolerances. Pr1nt,..
.;- . throuc;h is studied 1n l;reat "etall, partlcu'.' . larly. the 1nter- relat1cnship between minimum
, damp'inS, ''W'avelength .andtap.e th1clmess. its
." 1ncreast!wlth·t1me .• · its· d1minut1on with re~ ·:.windi118 and the palliative' et:r~ot ofpart1al
i,;·~ra~ro···.(17J9)· .
..
.'
,"',

Westmijze, W. K. STUDIES ON MAGNETIC
RECORDING. Eindhoven, 1953.

..

Sprint;, H. P., liThe Character1Stics ot Magneti0 :
Rocord1ng Heads and Tapes." JOURNAL OF THE·, ....
. ~ .. BRITISH.INSTITUTION OF RADIO' ENGINEERS, Vol •. ;::.~'
;:. ·.. ·17.,:.Nd.:4. pp.2l7-233. Apr. n "
.
, ' : ...
-: .:., It .is ·s;hoWn :·how a' recording; by. 1Il8anet1c meana
" .. is made, retained on the· tape' and 'finally r~.:· :.
produced. The erasing of a masnet1c tape by;;
means 01' a steady or an alternating magneti0 ;',
( ' .. tield 1a:"explained~ '. The. recording, process 18
·conB1C;ei-ad·:tO$~ther, with .the· ~ftects .causod
.~
• by a. 0." b1as1ns. Formulae tor· obtain1nc the ".::..
. output voltage from a'QY c1ven head are. dis- .. :.'.
., oussed~ Ddmacnetization •. cap funct10ns and .. '
" the various losses encountered in ;tape 'repro,
,~ .' duct10n are also dealt with.:.Tape. oharacter-. ';..
''1stics 'Ilre';discussed tOBether with compar1so11· '!'!
. .. !; ." craphs' to~ d·itt'erent. tape . characterist:1,cs. Some,
'; •. -. recording 'heads', which dUfer f.z-om convention-; ... </.;
, ..... al designs~ are desoribed and:.the1r appl1cat1on~/.
. ,,':. tor various types. of masnet1c recordings eon•.... [.'
, .... s~dered•. Finally, the eftect"ot' head- and tape .. :.:
~; .. wear·fon the frequency response- of"a' recorded· ~.".!
l.;~· '~ape .·a~e_.~:Gou~sedq~ar:'~1~a~1vel~. (13.27)

Willis J D.• W. and Skinner J P. "Some
engineering aspects of magnetic tape
· system design." BRIT. IRE JNL.,
Nov. 1960, Pp. 867-7Q..

0"":

Zene1, J. A., "Narrow-bandwidth video-tape
recorder used in the Tiros Satellite."
SMPTE JNL. Nov. 1960 J pp. 818-9.

. 1---.:

504 Erasure of magnetic r~eords. IBM Deutsehlat:Jd Ini. Buro· Masch. G.m.b.H" G.P. 1094476. 8 Dec. 1.960. A direct or alter· nating magnetic field is employed for erasmg data recorded mag.
netically on an endless tape or dru~~

V' ,;;;

'f';,'Tape degausser." AMPEX DOCUMENT.,1l tJ /t/7,j
May ,:27, 1957.
7'
.... ' .. -. .....-... '.

""Tape 'degausser." Engineering
615 J Ampex Corp., June 1958.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON DEMAGr.TETIZATION IN HAGNETIC TAPE
10 November 1961

o Anh1.t.er~tle

R"man"nee of MQl(netie R"eordinl( Tap"", E.P.
WOHLFARTH. I'hllooophieal M.." v 6 n 65 July 1960 p'l17-22.

I

'e H• J • IlDemagnetizing effect in
LOgl,
magnetic tape recording. n SOUTH
AFRICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, Vol. 50,
p. 15. Aug. 1953.

oi

Di.eu'•• ion
anhy.t"retfe properti<!1l of magnetic tApes,
utilizinl(ldea of int"rnal demagnetiZRtfon epeetra; datA for
, threo,~Jl<! _"Pecimen ••

Bierl, R. Ueber den wahren Frequenz
gang bei der Aufnahme und Wiedergabe
nach dem Magnettonverfahren.
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR ANGEWA.~DE PHYSIK,
Vol 3, pp. 161-165. 1951.
621.395.625.3 : 534.862,3
THE EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION
AT THE GAP OF A RECORDING HEAD ON THE LOSS OF
RESIDUAL INDUCTION IN THE TAPE. G.S.Veksler.
Akust. Zh., Vol. 1, No.2, 134-7 (1955). In Russian.
The paper investigates the dependence of the residual
induction in a carrier of magnetic signals upon the rate of
fall-off of magnetic field intensity of the recording head. A
model is used for the magnetic process of recording, without
taking into account the phenomena of spontaneous demagnetization and penetration. It is shown that with steepest falling-oll
of intensity of magnetic field over the region through which
the tape runs theresiduallnducUon may rise to 5-6 db.
" C.R.S.Manders

U1177.

o

Geranin V. A. liThe distribution
/
of the residual magnetization through
the tape in tape recording ll
'
RADIO ENGINEERING, Vol~ 16, pp. 103110.

'r.ann, P. A., "l{ois" on Maenet:!,c Tapes," ARCHlV
DER ELEKTRISCHEti HDER'l'RJ.Gmm c Vol. 11. No.3.
pp.97-l00. ~1ar.Sdln nerIY.an}. ,
Th3 act1ve layer :Jf ma:~n('tic ,recordinc tape
c~n51sts; of a random arraneemellt of Gra1ns of
magnet1c ~aterial which in turn arc estab11shed
from a number of \~e1ss' 5 da'f,alns ot: different
o.rientatlons. ~;nc.n such t<:.)~ passes by a
reproducing he",d, a no1se V"ltagO:1p~ear~ at
its terminals Since every 1'!ciSS, de ",.n G·ves
rise to a voltage pulse. Under
,ssumpt1on
of a fully. stat1stical arrar."cmc,
'-ehe.
magnetiC doma1ns in respect ,r pos:...., mana
orientation a formula, is der ... ved f'
-vhe
squared voltage per cycle that exL "vs a max.
at a certain frequency and disappear, for zero
frequency and infinite frequency. Ti~e noise
1s' proportional, to the maanetio m()men~. 1. e.
the mean vol\.\me of \Oleiss's ?')mains. Th1S expi nins why the noise of lflGnetic tape on which
a- recording was made and.,er::"ied aGain,' {~eedS
that .of a tape ',ever used be ore. slnc. he
demagnetizat10n applied in the erasine, ~I'O ..
-cedure cannot subdivide Weiss domains to oelow
a certain minir<.lm size (1273)
.......,<.

1961.
"

.

! ;
Ii.

Gilurc. C f., "Video Tape Recorder De sign.
C 'pr'.hcnslve Description ot the AMPEX Video
l{( ;order, "~OCIETY OF MOTIONPIC'rURE AND
'L'
1<-:::.101'1' ENGI!mSRS JOURNAL, Vol. 66, No. 4(I),
pp.l(/-182
Apr, 5.1
"
The equ1pme!lt 1n\jQrp(\,c"',~es a 4-element rotat1nG"
head drum 1::l1ch ;:;c:~ns :;hp 2 1n. w1de tape trans.
versely at a speed of
rev/sec.· The drum
is 2 in. d1a., the tap0 ~peod 15 ips and the
tracl~ widti 0.01 1n.
The same head assembly i8
used for rt=cl'lrdlng and play.J,ck. The recorded
5:<.. ..;n·::1 'l s ~n r.:C. carrier frequency-modulated
by tile, ideo signa>,
.'he motor 1s dr1ven trom
a 240 cIs supply derived frc~ the 60 cIs mains.
A diso mounted on the drum sp1ndle 1s used in
conjunotion with an optical system and a photoc~ll to produce ,tim1ng Signals which are
recorded on a control track at onE. edge ot
the tape. On playbaolc thes') recor'~d timing:
signal s are 1... d to ensure "ynchro;' sm. The
recording P~'~" 3. in which a satur::..ting s1Gnal w1th a
,;qucncy coverage ot 750 ll:cls to
'
I1c/s app(;.;J.J;'~ necessary" 1s stud1ed and the
•
1tt1cult1es ar1ting fr~Jm head resonances,
to., losses ana ,li'· '~agnet1zat10n are emphas1zed. Heaa and t!bC ute are di&cusaed.

(l2,56)
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Hartel, R. R... uRecord1M', .
.. ~~da Rep;OdU~t10n, at" .Signal. S d~t,\ Mf.Lt~~~~iT~~1: '
Usinz Saturat1o~Type Rec~~NS'N ELECTRONIC. .'.
RADIO KNGlNEERS"TRANS4,CT
",
6 ,J ,~
COMPW'..E1lS. Vol.- EO-a. ,No. 2, pp.15~1~. un.", {

Discussed various factors affectinG rosolut1on
in saturat10n magnetic recprdlng.' The effect·\
,'qn the recording process.ot the B-H character:'~::1stics ot'the coat:l.hg·, coat1ng thicl:nes5.' ro; ,cord-head· gap Width •. head-to-coatinc separa- '
: t1on,' self.. dell1agne'tizat1on, and recor.d-hoo.d
,;residual 'magnet1'Zatiort are, d1scussed. Equa-:
: 't1ons 'are ,derived foX' the, plaYQaclc process re-: , "
latinG,the s1enalampl·1tude, e.n~ pulSIf w1dth' to .
the coatinG. thickt:lesS,' heado; coat 1nc separat1on,
and et'fective s'ap w1dth ot the plnybaclc hcad.
. It is shown that the sreatest improvement in. "
reflolut1onoa,n be obt'ained '0-:1 the 'development ',:'"
of an ox~reni~11'· thincoat1ng withhieh raU'o." '"
of ooerc1v1ty, tCi'remanence and haV1PB' a. roc- .
tancubr' B-H loop. ,;,The-extremely- thin coat1ns
will. reduce the short com1nt3 s of, the record.. hoa<1 ~ .-t.
:t1eld pattern, the sa1t'~detll\l13ne~1zat1on efteot I ~:'"
'and the :lpS8~ot 'resolutloQ,1n..the ,pl~bacl£ pro-' ~ .
'J,
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:: .~t.te'::Jotti, H.' .IIPropeI't·,i.c·s of Recording Head
•
.
' •• ~;cldS of :.tacnet1c Recoroj"lr' EquiI'Tl'cnt."
-'. ".:·EL( EKTROHISCHE RVNDSCHAU, V1J1. 10, p. '35:"( Dec.So
• .. 'II'" Gorman).
'.
.
) I 'The rap1~ .tall-o.tt '01' the field stren,:;th with
.
· '1tlorea:J1n6 distance from the gap. the comparatively wide'. spread of the t1eld 1n the.
,Ql~ct.10n of. tho ~ape·.movcmont and the peaks
· .n the tield d1str1but10ncurves at the
"
'.. , : edGes of tho cap aI'\') pOinted out. Reference
· 1s made to certa1n anor..a11es 1l'i Luboclc l S
. , theory of tape demagnet1zat10n. to tho com. 1;>arat1vely .smal,L.demacnet1zation et'feots due
··...;.to.the use 01' h. t. b1as~ and.to ·the :undulat ions ,
, : :..1nthe frequency charact~r1St1c of a tape re':corded without h.t. b~as. An analys1s of the
· playhacle rellponse cu~~. assum1n~ the exis-: , .
;,tence ot both lO~1tud1nal.and perpend1cular
" .f1eld compo.nents ,and t~k1nz ·into account their
} .. phaae-:qUadrature relat1onship; suggests an ex- .
. ~1Sf'l~1on tor these' anoma11es~ (1185)
.. ;' ..

Smith, F. "Demagnetization of ferromagnetic particles." BRITISH J OURNllL
OF APPLIED PHYSICS, Vol. 12, pp. 155159. April 1961.

4

.

.

Sprlltt, H.G. M., 11 Mat;net 1c Tape Record1nG,'"
(A Book.) London: Heywood and ComfJany .(1958) ,
~'.
319pp.
. .
Following a~\lrvey ot the tuMlimenta1s of rna£;,net1sm and ot Bound' record1nr:;'generally, a de·tailed study ot the' mechanism of maGnotic reoord1na is prov1ded. Th1s 1noludes the operation of h. f •. ,p1<?-.5, the recording and repro duc· ing character.:!..s.t'ics, the ::;ourcell of loss and
such .phenonien.~: as print. through. A descr1ption
01' tape manufacture .is given follcucd by a
comprehensive study of ·tape test1ng. Record1ne equipme'nt is described and the des1gn fea ..
tures of d1fferent types of professional, domestio and off1ce mach1nes are compared. Spe-'
c1al applications are described and the elaboration or mo~ifieation of standard equipment
and tape t,o su1t these appiications briefly
mentione(l •. 't~iS heading inQludes such app11cations ast~lrV1s10n picture recording an<;i magnet1ca+ly c;:'o~t~d cine :film. Record1Il5 standa~d1zat:1:on,:·.1n<::luding absolute standardization,
is studied atlc3 the relevant C.C.I.R. recomrnen· dations, a~. embodied in the relevant British
. Standard are' given in tull. (1461)

.

Parnes, R. "Studies of demagnetization
and related phenomena" .A}1PEX RESEARCH
REPORT NO. 113. October 1958.

Schiesser, H., and Schidbauer, 0.,
IIA Contribution to standardization
t ech'
·
of magnetic recor d ~ng
n~que. "
FREQUENZ, Vol. 6, pp. 222-229.
Aug. 1952.
scOdbaucr, '0 ... "Tho D.ltcro1nat1on of the Magnetization of :'la;;netlc Tar,o,1I ELECTRONlSCHE
Rmm:';~HAU .. Vol. 1),..:. No~ .10 ,. p'~302.. 5. Oot., (In
O~rman) .. '
.. .. '. .~.;
J..s.T
The SinGle-turn head mo~hod at: l1)easuri~·the
open-circuit ..u.rface l,r)ductlon of tape' 1S d1&- .
t'~oult.· An~ar-1cI' !:lathod 113 to:apply.a constant un1direct1onal macnetization' to a len3 th
·.Of tape'wlth a spooifio record1ng, c:urrent', cut
. the 'tape into Some 20-30 stripn, form 'a stacIe
of the strips and mcasur~ the ~tal .rlu~.in
the sta~J'. l'rcc.autlons. must b.e t;n1:'cn 'atainst
porrnnntmt mn.enetlzatioo·of the r.ecOrd1ng head,
non-linearity.,' etc. A techi11que 1s 'descr1bed
";', for determin1ne the perpendicular .oomponent
ot magnet1zation althouBh th1s component is
of no Sit;n11'1cance if less thin 10% of the longitudinal component. In add1t10n, methods' are
g1ven ·f.or det.crm1n1ng:·, (1) tho playbaclc- hea.d
loss due to the short.-~ircu1t.1na: action of the
airgap on' the surf~ceindu.ct1on.and. (21 .the
transverse ,maGnet1iat1o'n'c"mponent when' the lat'ter is ,re~o4'ded 'on the tap.a tor'synohroniz1ng
p.\lrpose. s.
Fin.ally ~ .' an: el. eqtro~1c :t~u.xniG.t.:er
1s ,descr1bed. (1314). ,... ".;' .
!

0. . :·

Sebestyen, L. G., and Takacs, J.
"Magnetic recording: Theory of tape
magnetization. II ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
Aug. 1961. pp. 274-278 •.

-..
Spring, H. P•• liThe Character1stics ot lo1a.J3net10
Recording. Heads and Tapes," JOURNAL OF THE
'BRITI~H~INSTlTUTION OF RADIO ENGINEERS, Vol.
'·17~ ,NO'. ·4, pp.2l7-233.
Apr. S7',
It 'is ·.hoWn:·how a' record1ngby. 'tIla£;het10 means
1s made, retained on the· tape and finally re~
produced. Theera:;;1n.r;ofo. maenet;ic tape by
means ot a.st\:!~dy or an alternat1nz magnet1c
'. field ~~·'e~p.tatnec1. " The record1ncs. process
.' cons1gered·togetherwiththe effects caused
'by a. c." b1asi!iS. Formulae for, obtaininc the
output, voltage trom any given hend are. discussed. Demagnetization. cap tunctions anti
the various losses encountered 1n tape repro-)'
d\lction a~alSo. dealt with',: .Tape character, '1stics a~e';'discussed together with compar1so}'l
.. :. ,~raphst?r d1tt'erent . tape . characteristics. SOI\le
recording .heads', which differ f.rom convent1o~·
. al des1gns, are desor1bed and,their appl1cat1~~
tor var10us types, of magnetiC racordin"'s con-. j
. s+,de,;ed. . Finally, the effect of head· ~nd tape
wear,: on the frequency response' ot. a recordedi'
. ,', . tape a:x:e:.~;sou~sed quant1tat1vely. (1327)
'l
'i

•

:;Ve~Sler, G.

s! ~ and Tomashevslcl1 P S II HiGh
voer01vity Recordi~ Carriers ~ nADIOTEKHNIKA
:.; A0~~t!fie~01 6, PP. 8-71. (I~ Russ1an). Jq~i
1n relat10n ~V~.st1gat1on of magnetic parameters
. 1 1
0 General performance, but particu.
a~~ ~a!~tr~quency respoll~e, 1n maznet1c w1re
'purposes
n m~Gntet1o tape for audio reoording
·
preuen ed, supplied by numerous
· spec1f10 example s and graphs. It is Shown
;~~:, 1n order to reduce the self-eras1ng ef.
'. the t an fncrease 1n .ooercive properties ot
., 1nduc:r:n is ef1feet1ve only i f the. remanent .
"l'
a so ra1sed, in which case it .
.~r~!SO poss1ble ~o widen the. upp~r frequency
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liThe
Record1ng." TIJDSCHRIF~ VAN liE'I' NEDERLAltDS ..st. !
RADIOGEltOOTSCHAP, Vol. 21, No.1, pp.1-15. Jan.,
-'.' ,A chort descript10n 1s ~1ven of,thomar;net10 ,
•
. , :: ,rocorl11ng method w1th 1'l0't'O ',deta,lled,treatment
ot: certa1n aspects. For an understaneJ,1ng ot
"tho hot. b1asinG method, 0. s1mpl1t'1ed tlystcre- i
s1n curve 1s,used. In thiS way-some of' the ' ' ;
pecu11ar1t1es met ,in. the ,-recordinlt and eras1ng J
~an be explained." The ,recorded s1Gnal 1s at.
'
":.:" tcnu\?oted bY' thedemaBnet1z1ns f1eld' and
}1
roproduction not ,all the flux in the;bape is.,
,. roproduced. 'l'hU 18 troa.t&o. tor' sbort. lo~.~, t
:.;.~:; and intermediate, wavelengthS., FactorS Mh1clh\, II
1nt'luence cl1atort10n, trequenoy response,· , "I,
noise o.nd pr~te1't.ct are·llu1'Vel~d. (1211) .-' I
,,1,1
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Wil11ams. H. J., Sherwood. R. C.. Foster, F. G.,
and Kelley. E. M., "Hagnetic Hrit1ne on Thin
l?llms ot: VlllBi," Jouru:AL OF APPLIED PHYSICS.
Vol. 28, No. 10, pp.1l81-11SlJ.. Oct. \9-5,.
A study W$S made ot: the domain structure ot:
thin filmS (,Il0.l1000 11) ot z.tnBiand their capability of stor1ng information magnet1cally. It
1s est1mated that a mi1110n bits of informat10n
could be written on 1 cm2 of film. The information can be read optically by utilizing the
, Faraday effect. The filmS have a uniax1al di, rection 0; easy m:l.r;net1zation norrr.nl to their
surfaces and retain their magnetization atter
saturat10n 'along, this direction, in sp1te of
the large, demagnetizing factor. \-lhen magnet1zed in this manner, a h1eh opt1cal contrast
1s obtaiA~d b~tween the writ1ng ~d the background.
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ADDENDA

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON

DEHAGHETI~TION

IN HAG NETIC TAPE

22 November 1961

o

, Ga:ilet·~, F.; 'lti1a~etio Sound Re'cord1~,n' OnDE ELEC: TRIQ.UE,. Vol.JO, pp.lj.1j.9-1j.57; Nov. (In French),
'.' Class1fies masnetic'sound record1nguhder two
, 'head1nz::;,:'(A) whero a nonmagnet10 tape such as
: "cellulosais coated ,w1tha niasnet'io powder. and
(b) . whe're 'the plast10 tape' 1s '1mpregnated with
. ,fuarrnetic powder before cOQl1ng. The action talc~ in3 place d~rin~ record1n~ whieh 1& not tully
,
, ,understood is d1scussed and also thauljIe of a.
;,polarlz1ngf1eld to avoid nonl1near distortion.
~' DC polarizat1on leads to eXQessive' no1seb'ut the
useo!: the supersonre ao,:poJ,.arizat1on produ'oes
[;ood results., The torm,of the:recording'and
reproduc1nz i}(lad, :1s shown, d1agratnrnat 1c~J,ly, al..
, ~o the form of .tne masnet!zat10n on the tape
, 'arid the :met,hod of, demagnet1zat10n., Stress',18 '
, la1don the'd1t!'1culty 1n m,ak1ng 2 reoord,ing
headsg1vl11g,exaotly the, same results on tho
tape'; 'also the importanoe" of hav1ng very h1gh
'crade magnet10 mater1al to,avoid noise. flesponse,:c\~rVesdev1at1ng
lib bet.tteen'9and
15,000 Cp8'llaV~
been,obta;n~d:.(551} ,.~,,::, '
.
.
..
. -.

>,'

. ' .

o
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Muckenhirn. O. H•• 'IIMagnetic Tape 'Re~O~d1ns' , ..
, , Demasnat!zat1on for S1mple Cyo110 Excita-'
t10ns. II ,TRANSACTIONS ,OF THE IRE .. (:Prote:s...
donal'Group on,Audio.,lO), pp.25-27. Nov.
The resultant aotive remanent magnetio' flux
assooiated w1th an element ot magnetic tape
upon completion of the reco~liing processde_!
,pends upon the; entire' previous magnet1c his" ·tory of tho element.. The art1ole' further!
, discusses some.effects of the, air.gapt1eld
sitr1but1on tor lone1tudinal recor,ding.'and
various ,areas, 01' the'magneti0 field d1s~r~.
but10n. ,( 751)""
',,'
, , ' : ";.'
Muckonh1'rn, 0.' w., II Reoord1ng Demagnet1zat1on in
Magnet 10 Tape fleoord1l)g," PROCEEDINGS OF THE
:mE J Vol. 39 , PP.,891-897. AUG.
.
Analys1s ot reoo~1ng prooess empioying superson10 eXoltat1on;. study 01' et~eot of sDatial
dj,stribut1on ~f magnet1c 1'1eld around recor<!", ,1ng head air gap on maGnet,10 historyofunmag-'
1 netized element of tape as it traoks 'across
recording head, leads to effect ,termed lire..
,cording demaGnetization" .and serves ,to explain
. certain performanceoharacter1Stiqs., (669 J
,
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Selective Erasure of

t

Methods of mInImIzmg layer-to-Iayer transfer of signals in. magnetic tape recordings
during storage are analyzed. Best results are ohtained by using weak erasing field during
playback to suppress level of cross-talk without appreciably attenuating desiI:ed signal

., I
1

..

MAGNETIC RECORDING,
the
tendency of one layer of tape
to be magnetized by the field of the
layer of tape against which it is
wound has been studied empirically.t.,.a In two papers'" dealing
with theory and experiment, a
method has been outlined for reducing the layer-to-Iayer transferred
signal by a process of selective
erasure. The present study is concerned with this process .
ILh3s I),e,en shovvn" that. the ease
with which a recording can be
erased' is a function of the bias
~iirrent 'used
in recording it. The
.
greater the bias current, the more
difficult is the recording to erase.
A signal which is recorded by layerto-layer transfer is essentially a recording which has been made with
zero bias current and might be expected to be easier to erase than the
recorded material. With certain
limitations, this is found to be the
case.
N
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Erasure Tests

•
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'I

Tests were made by recording
reference signals on every sixth
layer of a roll of freshly demagnetized tape. After various times of
storage they were reproduced to get
the level of the two layers adjacent
to the recorded one. In tests of this
type it is necessary to standardize
carefully many factors that affect
cross-talk, including bias level, use
or absence of bias in unrecorded
layers, time of wind (and rewind, if
used), temperature, tape tension
and other factors"'. In reproducing, an erase head was arranged to
provide variable fields from zero up
to those which completely erased,
so that the relative effects of weak
erasure on recorded and unwanted
signals could be measured.
Ij;wasfound, t:\S expe(!~d, that
the unwallted. ,cross-talk '. signals
were more easily erased than the
114

recorded signals. A small erase
current (about nr the normal one)
would reduce cross-talk signals by
6 or 8 db without any effe!;t on the
recorded signal, or the cross-talk
could be reduced 10 or 12 db while
only reducing the recorded signal
1 db.
Effect of Frequency
These measurements were made
on a single frequency but the
problem for program material is
more complex, because the ease of
erasing signals with most heads
varies with frequency. Furthermore, this dependence upon frequency is different for different
head geometries. lithe partial
erllsure is done by a recording head
with a short gap, the field gradients
near the gap" are large, and short
wavelengths are much more easily
erased than long ones.
A typical erase head with longer
gap produces a more uniform field
through the thickness of the tape.
A large air-core solenoid can be arranged to give a nearly perfectly
uniform field if the tape is run
, through it. (Such solenoids are not
practical for erasing recordings but
can be arranged easily to give the
fields necessary for selective
erasure.) Since short wavelengths
are not important in cross-talk but

REDUCING CROSS-TALK
Avoid excessive peak record levels.
Store reel in cool place, away. from
stray mag netic fields.
Check recorder to make sure no
stray fields affect tape in the supply
or take-up positions.
. Rewind the recorded tape occasionally, especially during the first few
months of storage.
If necessary, use selective erasure
to reduce cross-talk magnetization
while reproducing

are important in recorded material,
the best selective erasure head is
one that gives most low-frequency
erasure and least high-frequency
erasure.
To test this, signals were recorded as above except that a highfrequency tone was also recorded.
This tone was used to determine the
frequency selectivity of the erasing,
process on recorded signals. After
storing the recorded roll for 16
hours at 65 C, the tape was subjected to selective erasure fields of
varying intensity from three
sources: an Ampex recording head
with O.OOl-in. gap; an Ampex erase
head with 0.020-in. gap; a 50-turn
solenoid ~ in. long, ~ in. inside
diameter and Ii in. outside diameter, having a substantially uniform
60-cps field directed along the
length of the tape. The results are
summarized in Fig. 1.
It was found that for a given reduction of the printed signal, the
1-kc signal was reduced by about
the same amount in all three cases.
However, the high-frequency recorded signal was affected to a
much greater extent and it was in
this respect that the three methods
differed markedly, The solenoid
produced the least deterioration of
the high-frequency signal, followed
closely by the erase head, with the
recording head running a very poor
third. While the solenoid appears
to be the most desirable means for
selective erasure, practical considerations such as overheating, stray
fields and cumbersome tape threading through the solenoid will probably prevent its widespread use.
The quantitative laboratory data
in Fig. 1 are restricted to pure
tones. They are also for particular
heads and recording bias; results
will vary somewhat for other experiments. As is often the case,
the most satisfying proof of the
August, 1952 - ELECTRONICS
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usefulness of the technique is in
tests of program material. In this
sort of test, the following observations have been made.
The conditions for detectable
cross-talk in actual program material are rather restrictive, so that it
is rather infrequently encountered.
Barring the occurrence of magnetic
fields or high temperatures, printed
signals are in the range of 50 to 60
db below the signal level even after
a few years storage. This requires
the complete absence of signal
and a very low noise level in
order to permit detection of the
transfer. One procedure which aggravates the transfer effect is to
commence a: recording on a thoroughly erased tape in the middle of
a loud program passage. Upon
subsequent reproduction of this
tape, the alert listener is almost
certain to be forewarned of the impending affront to his eardrums.
In these cases, selective erasure can
be utilized to reduce the transfer
to the point of insignificance if not
inaudibility.

Effect of Rewinding

I

•

The effect of selective erasure
upon the transferred signal is not
permanent, inasinuch as a new
transfer signal is started as soon
as the tape is rewound. The print
level will again rise as the tape is
stored, but should the tape be unwound at any time, the cycle will be
interrupted. For this reason tapes
which are frequently replayed
would be expected to give Jess
trouble than those which are stored
undisturbed. Subsequent erasures
using the same device and the same
field intensity will restore the transfer signal to approximately the
same level as did the first erasure.
The pr9$l"am will suffer some. deterioration Ouring the first selective
erasur~L~l1t the.IdenticaJ ~r~E!~s
~ELECTRONICS -
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can be repeated any number of
times without resulting in any
.~dditional change in the program.
Therefore, if the erase level is carefully monitored, it may be desirable
to use selective erasure as a routine
procedure whenever tapes are
played back. In this case, the
equalizers can be adjusted to restore
the slight high-frequency loss in
the process.

Practical Considerations
Unlike some conceivable methods
for the control of layer-to-Iayer
transfer, the selective erasure process is a very practical one. For
example, in a conventional type of
recorder, it is only necessary to
arrange that the bias or erase supply is operated at a suitably reduced
power instead of being turned off
during the playback operation. Depending upon how generously designed the normal erase current is,
the value used for selective erasure
may be from n to ! the normal
current. The possible variations
in switching technique to accomplish this are large in number
but need not be complex. It is
necessary that the high-frequency

REOUCTION IN I'KC CROSSTALK LEVEL IN DB
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supply operate during reproduction,
so the method is not applicable to
some types of home recorders, as
for example, those where the oscillator tube is used as the power output tube in reproduction. However,
it is expected that this technique
would never be require.d except for
high-quality professional recordings. The use of selective erasure
on any professional recorder would
present no problem. Patents on the
use of selective erasure have been
applied for.
One limitation to the application
of this selective erasure is in the
nature of the magnetic tape which
is used. On some magnetic recording tapes, the recording becomes
more difficult to erase with time of
storage. On such tapes, selective
erasure may only be effectively used
for a short time after recording.
Since serious levels of transfer generally occur only after considerable
storage times, this means that the
process is nearly worthless with
such tapes. The data in this paper
were taken with "Scotch" sound
recording tape No. 111 and are
typical of the results which can be
obtained with this tape and comparable tapes and films made from the
same magnetic oxide. The process
is relatively useless with tapes
made from other oxides by the
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Among other domestic and
foreign tapes of different types a
wide range of behavior from good
to poor in this respect will be found.
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FIG. l-EUectoJ selective erasure fields .
produced In three ways. when usinC)'
lS·kc recorded sl9Dal. W"dh l·kc si9Dals.
aU three eraslnq devices give the sante
results. represented by uppermost curve
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BIEI,-:-CCRAP!ff ON BULK ERASURE INCLUDurG REFERENCES ON TAPE ERASURE

14 December 1961

',Herr, R., "Mar,netio Tape -Erasure by Permanen~ ,
., "
~iarrnets
Vol. :n, pp.Hu ' II. AUDIO ENGINEERING,
,

I..

.: !l.6.

aSl.:;o.

A\,i~.

j

,

',;., Discussion .of requ1~'ement,s fO,r good erasure
.' and uSe of permanent magnet.ss" hoW application
, of de pulses may be ,used to ,obtain erasure
almost comparable to resul~s.poss1ble with ao
bias, provid1n~ .Clondit,~qns areoarefully controlled. (48)'
,
HOrr R and Von BOhren, R. A~. "Selective Era;: su;e ~; MaGnet 1c Tape Cross-Tallt. II 'ELECTRONICS.
1 ;·~,Vol. 25. pp.1l4-115.·
Aue.
._
, -~.A descr1pt1on' o~ the pract1cal appj,~,;.;:;.':!('!'l of
'" ,th1s tochn1que, to one type ot maGnet1c tape.
• . . Gencrally a small ora:;e current. Ai 0.1 X normal.
"," 'was' found to reduce print. throuGh sicnals, (1)
, ' 6-8 db Without' affectinG the recorded signal at
'all' or (2) 10-12 db w1th a reoorded siGnal 1'0,.'duct:l.on of"IJl db. However. as, tho erase-head
,~es1Gn:wastound to affect the relative :~~uc~
t1ol) ',of l1' and ;,1' Signals, ,tests were carr:.cd
.' •. oUt'i-iith three types ot' ernse 'heads; ea) w1th
.~. 'an 'air-cap of 0.001 inch ,(b) with an au-cap of: •
,
0.02 inoh. and (0) one 'oftha torm of a soleno1d ,
"thrOUGh which ,the , tap~ ,is thr~'aded and which
• < .' eiveS a; more'un11'orm field' in'the maGnetic coat ..
'lOG. "A 1 ko' and an hf' signal were recoe;dCd on
the tape. 16 hours after storing at 65 O. for
a aiven reduo~ion of tha printed s1cnal tho 1
·~·c· lee signal was fou,rid to have .tallen approx. tho
.. '. samo in all cases, but the ht, signal was s11Ght..
:.,:ly less reduced wlth head (0) than {b) and sub,,' 'stantially loss ,than w1th (a). Eased on these
"""roGulta,' a practlcal procedure particularly ap_
:'r.o plicable t'oprof~ss1onal rocord1nc. is outlined.
't, " '.rhe tact that the techn1que oan 00 ,used with cer'f:J~ ta1n, tapes only, is ,emphaSize~d.(727)
I

"Erase head development" Engineering
aroject 581, Ampex Corp." June 19~~.__ .

"

"Erase oscillator" ingineering
report 578, Ampex Corp., Feb. 1958.
'J',Brasu~e-6y' Permanent: ,Magnets,'! SOUND TAI.I{, ,

,No .. 7,. Minnesota Mining, and, Manufao: tur:l.ng'Oo;:SC1&3:! ' :''';;:, ' "
.
r:r"l It 1s,well 'known that in eraSure 'of ,ln~&net10
.r,:-tnpe; a satisfactory device is ,the usual' type
,.". :of erase, head whioh employs hiGh frequency al.
~;'~:ter.nating c,urrent •. ,This type ot'head, ,:when
" kWGll ;designed,: not ,magnetized"and operated
n:):troin a good. Souroe ',h1gh frequency A. O. , ,will
1J'1.:,not' only; oq,11terate,' afIY ,p):'evious , ;r~cord1ng,
but':,'WllJ,.leave the tape '1n a ,demagnet'1zed
oont1tion. Thia d.emagrietizat1on' o~, the tape
18 important 1n keeping'no1se an4418tOrt10n
dawn to lov valuea.Ca30)
~,.;,Bullet1n,

I

w

504 Erasure of mlll:nctic records. IBM Dcutschla~d Int. Buro, Masch. G.m,b.H., G.P. 1094476. 8 Dec. 1960. A direct or allernating magnetic field is employed for erasing data recorded magnetically on an endless tape or drum.

Qatz; H., "Interference Recorders with Periodic
' , . Erasure, II ARCHIV FUR TECHNISCHES I-lESSEN, No.
': ',2}8, Pp.251-25!j.. Nov." (In German).
'
.. , Sevorsl. techniques are described for mon1tor' inc at h1gh. speed potential interference sour-'
, cos, autOr.latically tranSferring to a permanent'
record'any spec1fic 1nterference rece1ved and.
eras108 the original recording so that
.
.... recordi08 medium can be used aea1n. One'
,
dov1ce embodies a rotating drum coated with
. printer's ink on which the recordinc 1s made
_ . With a mechanioal, osoillogr,aph. A magnetic
.. recorder,. essentially oonventional except tor
the use ota plnyback amplitier with part1cu,
larly gOOd equal~at1on, is.. clescr1bed.(1969)

an

i
§.'r

<,:

A.,

H11debrand:"T.
"Magnetio-Tape Erasert " TEtE'"VISION ENGINEER. Vol. 1.p.21.Jun. \'1$'0
, Illustrated description ot erasi~g unit built
by enC1neers of station lOtBy. t.lll1nGs. Mon," ta~~~nit 1s pow~r transtormer. With E and I
laminations, rewound to p~ov1de rna~netization
Cha~CJ,..a~d max1muru erasure, ot Signals on tape.

Johnson, G. U. et al., "Cooling ctr~uit
extends magnetic recorder response ll
ELECTRONICS" Mar. 10, 1961, pp. 1e6-7.
, Kolb', '0.,1\., "Some Aspects of'Macnet1c Sound
" Recording," BRITISH INSTITI!TION OF RADIO ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 12, pp.307-316. Nay.
A brief h1story and a description~f normal
equipment are given. Operationw1thout bias,
w1th de bias and with the far ,superior hf bias
nre compared. Explanations of the oPQrat1on
,of hi' bias accordint; to ~let2:el and to Montani
:"are discussed in detail. Zenner's attem,t at
~,', a mathel,laUcal approach by, cons1derinG, the tit
'~of a 5th order equat1on: to' the' B-H ourve i5
described; , In a study ot mecnanism of Cl'i.$Ure.
tho pract1cal impossibility ot remov1n,~ th&
' ..last traces of. an hf erasiOG SiGnal and tl,o
, 1IDproved erasure 'obtained with"an ac':'mains
mass erasUre are pointed out •. "''rhe' s:urpris!ng.' 'l,y' small "mprovement'obtaino~ by, era:s:l:ng at
n
:v~r,y low speQd ~s ~e~t1oned~: (734). ' ",',," ': '
',~.'-'-."--"'-'-~
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"Tape degausser."

AMPEX DOCUMENT.,

MaY, 27, 1957.,

..
McKnight, J. G. ERASE PROCESS
Research Division Bulletin no. 3.
Ampex Corporation, Januar,y 1959.
~"":;,,"
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"Tape degausser." Engineering project
615, Ampex Corp., June 1958.
.

•

,.QtonlJ:tMfm: It. G•• 't.'St\.ld~ ot~l~.··EZ'i.~~ in

, a ~&net1~ Hemor:,- •.n RADIOI'EcKHNlKA. Vol. 10.
, .. No. 4, pp'.. 6~72. 'Apr. (In Russian)., \9.s;. ;.:: A blocl, schematic is. given ot an expor:lmczital
'fl; arranzoment uS1ng:5 heads ~n a·.drum 15 cm 1n
'.,41a. rotat1M at ':,000 rpm. Each 'head car.. r1oa, W1nd1ng8.~or writing., read1~'and era.; a1ll8'., It 1s·.t1rst shown that an erasing pulae
equal 1n width to ·that written and aocurate~ .
w"oo1noident oauses .inoomplete erasure with a
~ Signal/res1due (called, s1gnai/olutter' 1n the
'. paper) rat10 ot. 5•. 'By increaSing th(l length
I,:ot the eras1l18 pulse 'so that. it spans that to
~~,! be erased and by usln& reoo~1ns'lev81J:ot aa-,
':, turat1on, and bet.ween· one-halt .anc,1 .one"':tMrc1 ot
, :8aturation thct 81gnal/reaid1,10( ra~1.o.'..b .. 1i!proved
~. to ·lO •. ··This.. laoona1d~l'ed ;~,~. ~'. L good,:wrlc.
.\t:1l1G.t1cure .. , (ll03>'-.'. 'I: . . . : ........ : •..

/ . ~ . . ,.t,' .. ' ';:,~,'.' '.('.:
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We.-ner, P. li... al';'1 Kohler, E., "Tho Prope~ics
vf j·:,'dern Uazr._ii;!.c 'lapes," TECiiNISCHE HITTEIL, i'1TGE:: P. '1', T. , Vbl. ,8. No.7., pp. 217-223.
\ III l~renc hand Cerman).
. ':he prvpi:rt .. ';s or. three Ocn~ and thr.:!e Amerlcan tapes are l"1:v1ewed, primar1ly from the'
, .viewpoint.; of profess10nal rocord1nc require. .
'.' ments and.her.co· 1nterchanaeab1l1ty. 'lll(, L'ollow1nt; mecha:l1cal and macnet1c chariJ.ct;;<.:r1st1os
.,are,~iscussed br1efly: wldth~ olonca'.;;,vn. tr1c• tlon, storace. senslt1vity, frequency response,
.distort1on" no:l.fj~ level and or.as1bil::.ty, tho
po+nt beina maue:that de~pite~conslder~b16
.. ·d1fference 1n properties, all· s1x tapes come
'w1thin the prescribed tolerances•. Pr1nt" , throuch 16 studled in creat detail, partlcu".larl~ the 1nter-relat1cpship between m1nimum
. Wlp'1n;;, 'wavelength .and tap~ thio1moss, its
.. 1no:reilB~ with t1Jllo.,' 1ta d1m1nut1on w1th 1'0~ :.wind1ng. and the. pAl,l1at1ve '.~t"eot of partial

~.:(:
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:;::.ra~uro·'(1739),
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.

Spring, H. P., liThe Character1Stics of l-7al;netio. "
Recording Heads and Tapes. II JOURNAL OF THE .'. . :,
~ '·BRlTIS.U .ntSTI'l'U'l'ION OF RADIO' ENQlNEERS. Vol •. ~;.;.,
. • "·17, ,No. :4, pp.2l7-233. Apr.. " . . . .';., ..
. ~':" It 'is ·s;l)ow:-how a' recording ,bY'1l13c;net10 means
" 1s mado, reta1ned on the· tape-and 'f1nallyre~::
produced. The eras1n[; ot a rnasnet1c tape bY: ':1 "
• )lleans ot a steady or an a1ternat1n[; macnet10
•. :' f1eld 18"explainod~ " The record1ng. process 18
.... 'cona1dered'.: t03Either, v1ththe' effects .cauSed
, "by n. c." bias1ng. Formulae for' obta1n1ng the "'::
\, output volta3e from aw c1ven head are. dis- .. :.' ,
" oussed~ ~macnetization. cap tunct10nlii and .• ,.'
.. the var10us losses encountered 1n:tape'repro,
duction !i~also. dealt;.;1th.. :,'l'ape Qharacter-, '".'
'1sUcs -&lre':discusGed tocether wlth compar1Soll' ....
',' Ci'a;>hs' tor' d-it.t'erent . tape .. characteristics. Some.
, •• recording ·heads·, wh1cll ditfer f.rom convent1on-;;. /.
", nl deslcns~ aro described and:the1r appl1catl0R,4Sj
, . tor var10us' types,ot magnetiC rocordings con-.. 't'
'" 6+dcred. . Finally, the ett'ect"ot haad· and tape :.:.
.... weur·lon tho trequoncyreaponsG' ot.a. recorded . ~ ' ..'
:)' '~ape ~a:,:e,,~:60u~8edq~~~1~~~1~e17. ~13.27)
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Westmij ze, H. :{. STUDIES ON ;!.AG"iEl'IC
RECORDING. Eindhoven, 1953.
Willis" D.' , W. and Skinner'-P
, . "S orne
engineer~g aspects of magnetic tape
system design." BRIT. IRE JNL •
'Nov. 1960, Pp. 867-76.
'
"; ,

,"Selective Erasure and Wonstoraee ~1:rit1ng 1n
:,'. D1rect-V1ew.Halttone StoraGe Tub~.S,1I by N. ,':
H. Lehrer.: 'IRE N.ATIONALCO~~ON RECORD, .'
.' ,~!ar'196l, pp.567-573. '.: .. :.:,:':
. A new typ~ ot'direct-view halftone storase
, . ,tube .that .'can selectively era!ile' al[5 well as
.. ' s1m~ltaneously' dlsplay stored and' nonstore"" .
.' illformation has been developed:' Heretofore.' .
';, . incorporation ot the'se features' 'into d1reot.'
v1ew halftono· storage tubes has· proved 1m- •.
'. practical.l>ecause· ot the nature"ot the 60- .
. conda~'-em1ss1on et1'eot on wh1ch.;he wr1~1nS
: and erasing ot. stored intormat1on.1'8 .()VQ.l'Iot
. come by the use ot a dual-ettects ~arget•.,
·;·A 5-·1nch~· direct.;.v1ewhalttonestorace . "':'."
:..;' ,.. :I?u-pe.that utlIUes such a dual..-effects tu-'
: .. _c.;et tade/1cribed... At wr1tinS apeed$ b e - · (
L: ,,1;we'enlO,OOO and:'lS,OOO 'ips" ·the stored -' .
" ~ ; ,,,"solution: ~a. 40 :.to 50, 11nlU~ ·pel' 1Mh. At·.~··,:,
o

Stewart, . W. Earl "Magnetic
recordJ.ng techniques."
(A book) New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co
1958. 272pp.
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Bulletin No. 24

A. C. ERASURE OF MAGNETIC TAPE
The most widely accepted method of
erasing magnetic tape is by the use of
alternating magnetic fields. These
fields may be applied to the moving
tape by a conventional erase head just
prior to recording, or to a complete
roll of tape by a large electromagnet.
While this method offers a very satisfactory and non-critical means of removing re~ordings from the tape,
nevertheless it has certain limitations
and peculiarities which can ,be most
easily understood by referring to the
fundamental principles of erasure.

•

Theory -- AgoodA.C. erasing system
should remove all traces of previous
signals; and also leave the tape completely~emagnetized to minimize noise
a:naarstortion. The first of these requirements is accomplished by "saturating" the tape in a strong magnetic
field which essentially orients all of
the magnetic domains regardless of
their previous magnetic histories. Upon remova 1 of the fie ld the tape magnetization may change, but will no longer
assume anyordered,pattern associated
with a previous sigti~l. In order to fulfill the second r~quirement, the removal of the tape from the saturating
field must pe accomplished while thefie ld is cyc ling and gradua 11y diminishing in amplitude. !f the reduction in
ampl,i. tude does notex:ceed about 10%
"'",;"""

duri,ngCiIlY co;rnplete cycle, the tape will
emerge completely demagnetized. In
A.C. erasure, the tape is passed near
a stationary electromagnet and the
gradually diminishing amplitude results from the fringing fie ld in the
region where the tape leaves the magnet.
Practice -- In passing from this simple
description of erasure to actual practice, one must take into account a few
complicating factors.
In the first
place, there is no such happy condition
as "saturation" in practical tapes. This
is particularly true when considering·
erase problems where a residual signal
even 60 db be low norma 1 leve Is may be
troublesome. Most erase systems are
q~_$igne.g,tg ;reduce any normally recorded signal to a level somewhat below that of the tape noise, but this does
not assure that a heavily recorded
signal, such as a switching transient,
will be completely obliterated. At the
same time, one cannot correctly call
such a heavily recorded signal "unerasable". for it can be easily removed
by a more intense erase.
Of course, it goes without saying that
the erasing head must cover the entire
track occupied by the signal in order
to accomplish erasure. Many cases of
poor erasure can be traced to mis-

MIN NESOT A MIN ING
Saint Paulo,
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alignment of the erase head, or incompatibility of the system, such as in
playing a dual track recording on a full
track machine.
If the erase head current has any ex-

traneous signals or distortion, these
may be recorded on the tape, or may
prevent complete demagnetization.
Particularly troublesome are 60 cycle
and p.C .. signals which may enter the
system through leaky coupling capacitors.

Orientation -- It has been demonstrated
experimentally that the direction of the
erasing field is a matter of considerable importance in the effectiveness of
the erase. T4~. r~, is a very definite
"easy" direction of erase coinciding
with the longitudinal axis of the tape.
Whereas field intensities in the range
ofl,OOOto l,500gauss are usually sufficient to erase the tape in the easy·
direction, transverse or thic~nesswise
f~! l<!.~must b~-~e 11~~';;~ '2'~-oo'6"'ga~~ ~'to
ac::S5:>ITlPlish this sam~ effect. This explains why 60 cycle bulk type erasers
require rotation of the reel to expose
each segment of the tape to a longitudinal field. If a sliding motion were employed, certain segments would be ex·
posed only to thicknesswise fields, and
incomplete
erasure would result.
There is, of course, no problem with
orientation when using a conventional
erase head.

O

Speed -- The matter of slow removal
from the A.C. field mentioned previously is an important consideration in
the use of a 60 cycle bulk eraser.
Careful experiments reveal that the
linear speed of tape should not exceed
about 1 or 2 inches per second when
using such a device. Higher speeds
result in actual recording of the 60
cycle field, and .should.. th~ motion be
jerky,annoying';~i~e "bursts" which
rE:!.E~.::.~each revolution of the reel may
~esult.
When removing the reel it is
lmportant to slide it carefully away
from the eraser, avoiding an abrupt
"break away" from the field. Turning
the eraser off while the tape is in close
ttfroximity should be avoided as it may
leave very large amplitude pulses on
the tape. In the case of a 10-1/2" ree 1
of tape this erasing process will re-

quire at least half a minute if properly
done.
Two passes -- Failure to achieve complete erasure in a conventional erase
head system may be due to regeneration effects taking place just after the
tape leaves the erase gap. The fringe
erase field may act as bias, and cause
rerecording of the weak field resulting
from proximity to the fully magnetized
tape entering the gap a short distance
away. This effect is most pronounced
when the erase head gap is small, and
usually cannot be eliminated by increasing the erase current. However,
such a residual signal is easily erased
in a subsequent pass through the same
system because the fully recorded
signal has been previous ly removed.
T.~_~~_.~~ITlple two pass te6t will easily
dis.til!gy;i§hreg~n~:r~tion . . trouble . from
inadeqy:at~ field intensity which may
also c.a.u,s~ faulty erasure.
Several
commercial recorders have dual erase
head gaps which eliminate trouble from
this cause.
Summarizing the above discussion, the
following hints may be helpful in obtaining the best erasing results.
On machine s:
- Check alignment of the erase head
with respect to that of the recordplay head.
- Check erase head current for
proper form, and absenCle of hurn
and D.C.
- Check oscillator tubes and tuning
to assure proper amplitude of
erase current.
- If recordings are not erased clean
in one pass, -repeat the erasure.
- Avoid recording heavily overloaded
passages and switching transients.
On 60 cycle bulk erasers:
_ Use only a slow steady rotating
motion.
- Slide the tape from the eraser
when removing.
- Avoid turning off the eraser with
tape in contact.

$CQICH Sound Recording Tape
DATE_ _ _ _ _ __

BULLETIN No. _ _ _ _ _~7

ERASURE BY PERMANENT MAGNETS

o

It is well known that in erasure of magnetic tape a satisfactory device is the usual
type of erase head which employs high frequency alternating current. This type of
head, when well designed, not magnetized,
and operated from a good source high frequency A. C., will not only obliterate any
previous recording on a tape but will leave
the tape in a demagnetized condi tion. This
demagnetization of the tape is important
in keeping noise and distortion down to low
values.

While this type of head is very fine from a
magnetic point of view, there are practical
considerations which make erasure by per·
manent magnets attractive, such as econ·
omy, dependability, freedom from servic·
ing, etc. By using permanent magnets, one
very easily accomplishes the obliteration
of previous recordings, but it is not so easy
to avoid leaving the tape magnetized in
one direction. Since a single pole of a
magnet will leave the tape fully magnetiz·
ed to saturation, this type of erase will
resul t in very high noise levels and serious
even order harmonic distortion. (See Tech·
nical Bulletin #3).

•
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"SCOTCH" Sound Recording Tape is made in U.S.A.

To minimize this effect more than one per·
manent magnetic pole may be used so that
the tape is left in a nearly demagnetized
condition. A very large number of poles of
successively opposite polarity and gradu·
ally decreasing strength is, of course,

~~:~-=~=--_s-=--__
ABC

equivalent to an AC erase, but a practical
design may involve the use of a small num·
ber of poles as an approxima tion. One
head in common use, the type in the Brush
"Sounclmirror", and the Wilcox Gay "Re.
cordio" uses two magnets arranged to give
essentially a three pulse erasure.
Successively opposite field maxima are experienced by the tape at points A, B, and
C. At A the tape contacts the magnet and
experiences a sa.turating field which obliterates previous recordings. The function of
the fields at B. and C. is to leave the tape
in such a condition that it is essentially

by Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., St. Paul 6, Minnesota
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demagnetized. To do this the fields must be
of the correct strength. This is accomplished by adjusting the distance between the
tape and the poles at Band C to the correct separation to give the best values of
field.
In these machines, this spacing between
tape and magnet is dependent upon the
tape's path of travel being absolutely unvarying. In practice slight variations in
tension of the tape, wobbling of the reels,
etc., may cause the path to vary slightly.
Under these conditions, performance may be
improved by insuring tha t the tape to magnet spaCings at Band C remain fixed at the
best values. One good way to do this is to
use non-magnetic shims attached to themagnet and then allow the tape to bear positively against these shims. Such shims cen be

made of brass, paper, or any other non-magnetic material, including "SCOTCH" Tape.
Whether or not "SCOTCH" Tape is used permanently it makes an excellent tool in finding the best shim thicknesses. A number of
layers may be fixed at B and at C until the
noise as heard in playback is a minimum.
The tape may then be replaced with a more
permanent shim of the same thickness if desired.

e

In one head it was found that a separation
of about .003 inch (one layer of "SCOTCH"
Tape) at B and about .028 inch at C gave
the minimum of noise. These dimensions are
probably fair for other heads, but with dif·
ferences from magnet to magnet an individ.
ual head should De tes ted wi th the tape to
be used to determine the spacings for best
results.

Uk. . ..._!i... MiL. illL

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MAGNETIC RECORDING
HEADS AND TAPES·

0

by

1l

H. P. Spring (Associate Member)t
SUMMARY

i ,

The paper deals with the functions, operating conditions and characteristics of magnetic
heads and tapes. It is shown how a recording by magnetic means is made, retained on the tape
and finally reproduced. The erasing of a magnetic tape by means of a steady or an alternating
magnetic field is explained. The recording process is considered together with the effects caused
by a.c. biasing. Formulae for obtaining the output voltage from any given head are discussed.
Demagnetization, gap functions and the various losses encountered in tape reproduction are also
dealt with. Tape characteristics are discussed together with compari$~)D graphs for different
tape characteristics. Some recording heads, which differ from conventional designs, are described
and their applications for various types of magnetic recordings considered. Finally, the effect
of head and tape wear on the (requency response of a recorde~ tape are discussed quant,tatively.
1. Introduction
The recording of sounds or signals on
magnetic tapes need not remain confined to the
recording of music or speech only and in recent
years a great number of developments have
taken place to utilize this relatively new
medium for the recording of signals perhaps
not immediately concerned with either the
entertainment world, profession or for private
amusement. Magnetic recording has begun to
play also a very important part in industry and
is now being exploited for the automatic control
or machine tools, the storing of information or
similar purposes besides the main uses with
which everybody now seems to be quite
ramiliar. The design and development of
magnetic recording heads and the design and
manufacture of tapes suitable for receiving and
retaining magnetic impulses have become quite
an art in the electronic industry. A great
number of facts directly concerned with
magnetic recording are quite basic, but only
the observation of all facts will enable a
recording head or tape to be designed to
specification.

O

• Manuscript first received July 1955, and in final
form on 5th December 1956. Based on a thesis
accepted for exemption· from the Institution's
Graduateship Examination. (Paper No. 394.)
t Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd., London, S.E.3.
U.D.C. No. 621.395.625.3.
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2. Fundamentals
The following sub-sections will deal almost
exclusively with the basic principles of
magnetism and magnetization as far as they are
required for the recording and reproduction of
audio-frequency signals, with the generation of
magnetic fields, their measurements and the
laws governing magnetic induction.
2.1. Permeability
If certain kinds of materials are brought into
a magnetic field, the number of flux lines
through anyone cross section of such materials
may be much greater than through a vacuum
or air. Elements or materials with such
properties are said to have a high permeability.
The permeability of a vacuum or air is denoted.
by the symbol Jto and shows the ratio between
induction and field strength,
B (gauss)
Jto= H

(oersted)

The definition of the permeability of a material
or elements is also the ratio of induction to
field strength and is noted by the symbol flabs
which is the absolute permeability. It is usual
to put the magnetic permeability of a material
into a direct relationship to that ·of a vacuum
or air. (The permeability of air differs only
very little from that of a vacuum.) This is then
the relative permeability. or for short the
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permeability of the material.
!I

J.1abs

Bmaterial

flO

Bvaeuum

= flrel = -- = - - -

manner: The molecular magnets are not freely
suspended in the material and are not able to
move freely as the field increases. If the field
increases, the resistance of the molecular
magnets will be overcome and they will,
perhaps quite suddenly, jump into their new
position. A further very small increase in the
field will cause no change in the molecular
structure until the field has again gained
sufficient magnitude for a number of the bar
magnets to assume a new position. The
application of a field of certain magnitude will
finally move all molecular magnets into one
direction which is parallel with the field lines
and no further increase of induction is then
possible; When this happens the saturation
point has been reached.
The Barkhausen effect, as this is often
referred to, can be shown experimentally by a
piece of ferro·magnetic material on which two
separate windings are suspended. One winding
is then fed to an amplifier and loudspeaker and
direct current is passed through the other
winding. If the current is now very gradually
and steadily increased, a crackle can be heard
which takes place when the molecular magnets
move into a new position. It is essential, of
course, that the current is increased very slowly.
Since it is both impractical and inconvenient
to measure a field strength of zero, in practice
a value H = 5 millioersteds is taken as unit
permeability. Input transformers of voltage
amplifiers, i.e. microphone input transformers,
operate under such conditions.

This ratio now becomes a relative figure and
means that the material (flm.l) has a permeability which is a certain number of times
greater than that of a vacuum or air. The
unit of permeability is the permeability 01 the
vacuum and it equals to J.t= 110= 1. Materials
having a permeability which differs only a little
from that of air are called para-magnetic
materials and those of a permeability of less
than unity are dia-magnetic materials. Ferromagnetic materials are those with a permeability
very much greater than that of air, and their
permeability values may differ by a very great
extent. The permeability for transformer
laminations may be SOD, that for a mu-metal
30,000, and for the material "1040," a
Permalloy, it could be more than 60,000. The
definition of permeability for ferrom2gnetic
materials should. be studied a little more
closely, since this is not a constant value. The
ratio between induction (B) and field strength
(H) is not linear, but is dependent on the field
to which the material had been subjeCted
previously. What is normally understood as
the permeability of a material for a given value
of H is the ratio B: H when the material has
no previous magnetic history. If H, the field
strength, is increased in one direction from zero
and the induction measured, it will be found
that th:e induction for small field strengths will
increase slowly but in proportion to the field.
The B / H curve will begin to rise more quickly, 2.2. Remanence
will then slow down again until a point is
For the following observations a' toroidal
reached at which any further increase in the type of coil should be considered. If the field
field will produce no further increase in the is increased until the induction reaches its point
induction. This point is called the saturation of saturation, then this induction is denoted
induction. If the material has never been by the symbol B.. If the field is now reduced
sUbjected to magnetic fields before, the curve to zero, the induction does not disappear
traced will be the normal magnetization curve. altogether but takes on a value which is the
It is very similar to the characteristic of a triode limit remanence, provided of course, the field
valve. Very close observation of the curve was increased up to the point of saturation.
shows that this is by no me2ns a steady line The relationship between Band H is shown in
in itself, after the field has reached a relatively Fig. 1. If the material is magnetized to a value
low figure. If the measurements are taken which is below the point of saturation, the
with sufficient accuracy, it will be found that . remaining induction is called remanence. The
the normal ma~netization curve has a great limit remanence is therefore the maximum
number of small steps in itself which according remanence which a material can possess after
to B2rkhausen are caused in the following the application of a field. If tile induction of
218
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a core is to be reduced to zero, a magnetic field
must be applied which is opposite in direction
to the original field causing the saturation.
This takes place along the curve cob. If a
field is removed at the points 1, 2, 3 or 4, then
the induction will reduce to the corresponding
points Bh B z• Ba or 0 on the B-axis.
2.3. Coercivity
The remanence of a ferro-magnetic material
is not only dependent on the strength of the
field but to a perhaps greater extent on the
previous magnetic history of the material. If
therefore magnetic fields of the strength Hit Hz.
H3 or H~ are applied to a magnetic neutral

Fig. 1.

I

Basic 8-H relationship.

core, values of remanence of BI ', B z', Ba' and B{
are obtained which, as far as their value or
their direction are concerned. are quite different
from points Bit B z, B3 or O. The amount of
field strength necessary at which the induction
of a material previously magnetized to
saturatioll. disappears. is called the coercivity
of such a material. The coercivity is therefore
a measure for the energy which is applied by
the material against demagnetization and
which. together with the limit remanence
constitutes one of the most important chamc:
teristic properties of a material. The value of
the coercivity of the material which has
previousl~ been saturated is the distance along
the H-axls from the zero point at which the
induction disappears.
2.4. Hysteresis
If a field of a value of + H. is applied so
that the induction reaches saturation, and if the
field is now reduced, reversed and increased
again to - Ho. then the induction resulting from
such fields will follow the curve a-c-b and if
APril 1957
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the field is again reduced. reversed and made
to increase. the induction will now follow the
curve b-d-a. This curve. closed back into
itself is called the hysteresis loop of the
material. If the ferro-magnetic material is
subjected to an alternating field of sufficient
magnitUde. then the resulting induction will
follow this curve in sympathy with the
frequency of the alternating current. When
changing the magnetic polarity of the induction.
or when changing the induction in magnitUde
or value. work is done which is converted intQ
heat. Such losses are called hysteresis losses
of the ferro-magnetic material. A measure
for such losses is the area enclosed by the
hysteresis loop. The work F done for the
change of induction from the positive saturatipn
point to the negative saturation of 1 cm3 of iron
is equal to F = 4lt / A ergs, where A is the arell
enclosed by the hysteresis loop in the gaussoersted scale. Since hysteresis losses are
caused by either an increase or a decrease of
the field. they are proportional to the frequency
of an alternating field appl:ed to some ferromagnetic material. To keep the losses small.
materials having a low coercivity are normally
used but optimum conditions would only exist·
if a material having no coercivity whatsoever
If a ferro-magnetic
could be obtained.
material is considered. to which a field is
.applied. then the induction will rise to a point
B",. If the field is now made to change in a
sinusoidal fashion. then the material will
operate on what is termed a minor hysteresis
loop (M-H-R-L in Fig. 1). The effective
permeability of the material at this point is
then approximately proportional to the slopes
of the axis of the minor hysteresis loop, and'
can be expressed as fA. =!1B / !'lH.
.
2.5. Magnetic Resistance
The magn.etic conductivity or permeability
of a matenal can be compared with the
conductivity of electric circuits. It can be
shown that the magnetic resistance o~
reluctance of the material having a constant
cross-section is equal to .
.

R,n= _I
,t'q

(J...)
cm

or in practical units

R",=

ft~ q . l~~ (he~ry)

I

(q denoting the cross-sectional area in cm 2)

I

I
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Table 11

The Conversion of Electrical and Magnetic Units

I

Definition
Sym
Formula
C.O.S. System .\ Sym
Practical Units
I Sym
- - - - - - - - - - - . - --I·---------:---------,·I-_--I-..,-l-a-m-pe-r-e----\···dQ
1 e.m.u.
I
Electrical current
I
1= _
= 1 coulomb sec, A
dl
10-\ e.m.u.
i
1 ampere
....
______ - - - 1 - - - - - - - - . 1 - - - - ' - - - - - 1
-----I-Potential difference
dq>
1 e.m.u.
,
I
(a) by change of field
E
E = - w. dt
= 1 maxwell I _
10- 8 v o l t '1 V
(b) by movement of
sec
conductor in field
E=B+v!
lOS e.m.u..
'
1 volt
I

I

1___________1_ _.1_________ 1- - - - - - - - 1,- - + - - - - - - - - -!' - -

Resistance
Ohm's Law for

.~

electric

E

R

_~ircuits

,-

1 maxwell
= 1 gauss-cm2
M
108 M
I
----I---------I---l--gi-Ib-e-r-t--

I

q>=B·q

I-

,.

1 e.m.u.
10' e.m.u.

T

10- 9 Y/A=10- 9 0hm
1 ohm .

l

I

1"\

u

=1=========I========ii,===I=========il~==

Magnetic Flux

i

R=

Magnetic Potential

'I'

1O-8Ysec= 1O- 8weber
Wb
1 weber

,I

E';'

Em=H'I=I'w

e

=loersted-cm
4:n;
-to ·Ob

Ob

10/4:n; ampere turn

AT
1

1 AT=IA

I

_____. ___ - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - 109 .AT
109 1
1

I

Magnetic Reluctance
Ohm's Law for
magnetic circuits

o

L

Rm

1 e.m.u.=em
4:n;·10- 9 e.m.u.

I _.

4:n;

VSeC = 4:n;

henry I _

1-1-

I'

henry
M:~~~t~c I~d~~:n-- ---'---------I-------.I---I---l---S-Y-s-ec---I,-q>
, 0 --.
B
Number of lines cut
B
=q
1 gauss
i 0
cm2
I per unit c r o s s · . I i I ~
i
section
=f.tab.. H
lOS 0
i
cm2
-- ..-- ... ---...... - - - - --I----l-.W--.-I-------!--I--I-0-A-T-----I-----1

H= -

MagneticField Strength
Magnetic Force

H

1 oersted
4:n;
1_
10 oersted
1

I
__
B_
~ab.

_ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1- - - - - - - - -

Permea bili ty
MagneticConductivity
of vacuum

1~
oersted

~abs = ~rel' ~o

MagneticConductivity

_ Bmaterlal

10' 0

I_
I

I~

'

4:n;Cm
1 A_T_ = lA
cm
cm
1- - . - - - - - -

I

em

1~

i

_

!

Relative Permeability
~rel=~= ~abs
Ratio of permeability
~
~= 1
of material to per~r.l
(for vacuum.) I'
(for air)
i
_ Bmaterial
meabilityofvacuum
- ~
_______._______ - - - 1 - - - - - -vacuum
= = - - 1 - - - - - - - -1- - - 1- - - - - - - - Inductance
E.m.f. induced in conductor for change of
current in unit time

L

H

I

1 henry

W

=number

of turns

l=length of conductor

q = cross-sectional area

!

I
f

1 e.m.u.=l em

=W2~

,I
j

\

._~~~s_~~L~~.~~~-ia-l- _~~:______-_-_-_H-_~~_I--4-:n;-0-e-rs-ted-~\II----I----~-=c-ml_ _ _\"," _

L=E'!!.
di

!

I

1- - -
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Table 21

The Calculation of Unknown Units from Known Units
Voltage
E

Current
J

Inductance
L

Field strength
H

Induction
B

Field strength

Permeability

,...

1()9
~

Inductance

L

E
1'00

E·I
. w 2·q·w·J

r

V
A·sec- 1

E
I· 00

J

I

""_

r

1--------,-.'r

V

4n;.1O- 9·w2 •

A'5eC=i
V _
__Y_.

sec=rH

_A 'cm

H·I
10
1.Q..
4n;

• B.I

G'cm
G'cm

"·W

"

I

I

cm

w

4n;
I

To'

\ 4n;·10- 9 Hltwqow

Voltage

E

wL·J

I sec-1·H·A I

E

lO-8·B·wqw

I G cm2sec- 1 1

!

HI

w

I lO-s·HWw·q·w

Oe·cm

~

I

(L.q

I

-1-:

cm!
cm

·1

li-

__V_

wL

sec- 1 H

\

.. -----. . - - -------..

I

cm2 sec- 1

A sec- 1 H

J'wL

Oe cm2 sec- 1

H

I
,

A

!

I

I
I

I

V

w=number of turns'
I = length of conductor
q = cross-sectional area
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Since I' alters with the field H, the magnetic
resistance will also depend on H. It is
therefore important to know the relationship of
the permeability I' to the field H and in some
cases also the frequency. For a ring of a high
permeability material of (say) 120 cm mean
diameter, a permeability of 12000, a cross
section of I cm2 , R", = J20/12000 x 1 = 0'01. If
now an air-gap is inserted anywhere in the ring
and parallel with its cross-section, then the
reluctance of the core itself remains unchanged.
The total reluctance of the completed magnetic
circuit is the sum of the reluctances of core
and air-gap. The reluctance of the air-gap
if this is assumed to be (say) 0·1 mm is
Rm air =0'1/1 xl =0·1.

o

2.6. Ohm's Law for Magnetic Circuits
Ohm's law can be made to apply to magnetic
circuits if the voltage E is replaced by a unit
Em; the resistance R by the magnetic reluctance
Rm, and the electric current I by the magnetic
flux!p. The unit for the magnetic potential is
the magnetomotive force (M.M.F.) and is
defined as the power which is able to induce a
flux line in a magnetic circuit having unit
reluctance. The unit of this "magnetic voltage"
is the gilbert (l oersted x 1 cm) or in the
practical system 1 ampere-turn. Ohm's law
for magnetic circuits can therefore be defined
as
!P=Em/Rm
It is more usual to calculate in ampere-turns
and the formula is then
4Jt.l.t (
!p= 10 Rm
M)

the gap will be smaller than that in the ferromagnetic material. According to Ohm's law
for magnetic circuits the magnetic potential
must remain constant and the flux must
therefore be small for the larger reluctance. It
follows, since the magnetic potential Em = rp.
Rm remains constant, rp must become smaller
for the greater reluctance, and, since B = cP / q.
the induction will also become smaller for a
given field H. The result, as can be seen from
Fig. 2, is a flattened or stretched out hysteresis
loop and is called shearing or de-magnetization.
SHEARINGLINE

Fig. 2. De-magnetization or shearing line!.

The line O-P is called the de-magnetization
line or shearing line and its slope or angle with
the B axis can be determined as follows: Due
to the air-gap, if the effective gap width is
considered to be equal to the length of the gap,
the same number of flux lines must pass
through the gap as are passing through the core
of the coil: CPair = CPcore. If the cross-section of
the core is denoted by qc and that of the gap
by q. and if we express the flux by the induction
in the circuit we obtain the equation
Be. qc=H• . q.
. ........ (1)
Provided
the
cross-sections
are
equal,
the
where t = number of turns. It follows that one
induction
in
the
gap
is
equal
to
the
induction
in
gilbert is 4Jt/ 10 ampere-turns and the values for
the
core
itself.
Since
the
sum
of
the
magnetic
the conversion can be obtained from Table 1.
Table 2 shows all formula for the conversion potentials over the closed magnetic circuit must
of electrical units to magnetic units and vice always be 0, we obtain:
(He . Ie) + (H• . 1.)=0
......... (2)
versa. If voltage and current measurements
are taken on a toroidal type of coil, Table 2 Ie denoting the mean length of the core and I.
will enable the magnetic values of that coil to denoting the length of the gap. If equation (1)
be obtained.
is divided by equation (2), we obtain
H. _ q.
1.
2.7. De-magnetization
B.
-q;'
T
All the hysteresis loops so far considered
consisted of a coil wound on to a closed core. or if the cross-sections in core and gap are
The permeability in such a magnetic circuit is equal:
equal along the full length of the core. If now
H.
I.
/i=tana=
an air-gap is contained in the core, the flux in
.
7.
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When there is no air-gap (L. = 0), a will be zero .
An increase in the length of the air gap will
cause the slope of the shearing line to increase
and with it the dc-magnetizing functien of the
gap. The induction in the gap can be
calculated from equation (1) arid is:

I
I

I

I

H a-B
fJ!.
- c· q.

!

Since the flux lines will not leave the core at
right angles to its cross-section only, a constant
cr is introduced to denote the apparent widening
of the gap. The effective gap width is always
larger than its actual width. The slope of the
shearing line now becomes

•

tan n =...!l!- ~
cr • qa . Ie
and the induction in the air-gap is now equal to
Ha=Bc. ~
rr • q.
It is possible to construct the hysteresis loop
for a core with an air-gap from that of the
closed core by taking the distance of a number
of points along the shearing line from the B
axis and subtracting it from the normal
hysteresis loop. This procedure is indicated in
Fig. 2. The slope of the shearing line is often
called the de-magnetization factor of the
material. De-magnetization not only occurs
in magnetic constructions consisting of a core
with an air gap. but also in bar magnets and
in the recording medium itself. For very long
bar magnets. the effect of the de-magnetization
is very small. but it will increase as the magnets
are shortened and for very small bar magnets.
the de-magnetization can become equal to
cr=5.

2.8. Ferro-Magnetic Materials4
For the recording or reproduction by
magnetic means. two different types of ferromagnetic materials are of great importance.
For the erase head. recording head and the
reproduction head. a "magnetically soft"
material is required. This is a material having
a high permeability and a very low coercivity.
The permeability must be high in order to
produce a flux density of sufficient magnitude
in the air gap. whereas the coercivity should
be kept small to reduce the energy required for
a particle of the material to be moved from a
positive to a negative induction when the field
changes from a positive to a negative value.
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This has already been discussed under
hysteresis losses. Magnetically soft materials
range from soft iron with a coercivity of
approximately 1 oersted and maximum permeability of 5000 to materials with a coercivity
of 0·009 oersted and a maximum permeability
of 300,000. It is quite usual to use mu-metal
for the core of recording heads with a. coercivity
of approximately 0·03 oersted and a permeability of about 70.000. To obtain such
magnetic properties, materials used for the
construction of heads are normally subjected to
special treatment. The high value of the
permeability is obtained by submitting the
material to an annealing process in a hydrogen
atmosphere.
The material' is heated to
approximately 1000 C and the whole process
lasts from 3-16 hours. The cores of magnetic'
heads nearly always consist of laminations
which, to avoid eddy-current losses, are
insulated from each other. This is in most
cases done by oxidizing the surfaces of the
laminations. Some materials also require the
subjection to a magnetic field whilst being
annealed in order to achieve a maximum value
of permeability.
The erase and bias frequencies in magnetic
recording normally range from 30-100 kc/s.
Such relatively high frequencies cause heavy
current losses in the laminations of the cores
of the heads, reducing their effective permeability. The losses for a given frequency depend
on the thickness of the laminations and on the
specific electric resistance of the material used.
The frequency at which the permeability of the
material becomes negligible is called limit
frequency and its value may be determined by:
0

f I t - :It •

4PE

1'0. J.t. qL2

where fit denotes the limit frequency, Pit the
specific resistance of the material (0/ cm), J.t the
permeability, 1'0 the permeability of a
vacuum=4:1t x 10- 9 and qL the thickness of the
laminations in cm. The relationship is shown
in Fig 3. It should be noted that the effective
permeability is reduced if the. frequency is increased, since this plays a decisive part in the
recording and reproduction of high frequencies.
Magnetically hard materials are used as
recording media, since they are required to
retain their magnetism when relatively high
counter-magnetizing forces are present or when
223
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the individual magnets are so short that the
flux lines must close through substantial air
paths. They possess a high coercivity which
reduces de-magnetizing influences such as, for
instance, are caused by mechanical stresses,
changes of temperature, stray a.c. fields and
air-gaps. The values for their coercivity lie
between 50 oersteds for carbon steel and
approximately 2500 oersteds for platinumcobalt alloys.
The optimum values for
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The recording magnetic head will always
basically consist of a ring type core, having
an air-gap in its face and perhaps a second
air-gap at the back. It carries a winding
through which the audio-frequency current is
fed. Recording heads have also been constructed on entirely different principles and they
will be referred to later. The two pole-pieces
forming the air-gap are very often cone-shaped
in order to concentrate the flux lines at this
point and to force them outwards through the
recording medium. The magnetic flux lines
Ie

'\

"
,l'" II\. '\.

3

simplicity however. it is usual to move
the recording medium (the tape) past the
magnetic heads. This must take place at a very
constant speed which is usually a fraction or
a multiple of 15 inches per second. If the
signal amplitude alters as a function of time,
the intensity of the recorded signal will alter
as a function of tape length. For a constant
frequency at a constant tape speed V the
recorded wavelengths will be:

Fig. 4.

----

"'i

Relationship of external and internal flux
density.

4

1'-Limit frequencies for different thicknesses of
laminations.

magnetic tapes or carriers appear to lie
between 200 and 600 oersteds. The value of
remanence for the more suitable type of
material, apptoximately 12,000 gauss.
3. Principal Functions of Magnetic Heads and
Tapes
In tape recording. the relative positions of
the magnetic medium and the magnetic tapes
It is unimportant,
continuously alter.
basically, whether the medium is moved past
the heads or whether the heads are moved past
the medium. For reasons of mechanical

I
I
I,

~-",*,I--

emanate from the ends of the pole-pieces and
close through the magnetic medium, hence
magnetizing the iron oxide particles of that
particular portion of the medium. When this
part of the tape has left the influence of the
gap, the magnetic induction of the tape will
decrease along the hysteresis loop until it
reaches the remanant induction which depends
on the magnetic properties of the medium. The
flux lines which leave the bar magnets of the
medium and which are forming their magnetic
circuits, constitute the surface induction of the
medium. They can be made visible if some
emulsion carrying small iron particles is
brought in contact with a recorded tape. Fig. 4
shows the relationship between external and
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internal flux density spread over a short portion
of the medium.
In Fig. 4, (Pi depicts the flux in the medium
whereas (rI; depicts the external flux. At the
points where the external flux is at a maximum,
the flux density abo has its maximum. These
points will show an accumulation of iron
particles if the aforementioned test is applied.
The internal flux disappears since all lines have
left the medium and have completed the
magnetic circuit. The internal flux is at a
maximum at all the points where no lines leave
the small bar magnets and these are also the
points where the external flux disappears. The
field distribution is also very similar to that of
a bar magnet, the length of which is equal to
one half of the recorded wavelength. The bar
magnets are always joined with their equal
poles and their cross-section is equal to the
cross-section or thickness of the medium.
When playing back, the medium is moved
past the playback head which could be the
same as the recording head and in which case
we are dealing with a combined recording/
playback head. The outer surface induction
now forces the field into the gap of the playback
head and through the core of the head which
can be looked upon as a short circuit for the
field since it will only have a relatively low
magnetic resistance. The field now produces
a flux in the playback head which induces a
voltage in the windings of the core. The
voltage which is generated can be expressed
by:2
E = w . d.
dt
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pole of a magnet in close contact with the tape
and to move the tape past it. The medium
will again be magnetized into one of its points
of saturation but after removal from the
influence of the d .. c. magnetic field. a
remanent magnetization will remain on the
tape. In practice a special head is normally
used, the erase head, which is fed with a
relatively heavy erase current and which
saturates the medium as this is running past it.
All three types of magnetic heads will now
be dealt with in detail.

4. Erasing
Erasing is possible by means of a d.c. or of
an a.c. field. If d.c. is employed, each particle
of the medium is saturated to one point of
saturation from any point of its previous
inductance and after leaving the field of
influence a remanent inductance will remain
on the tape which is equal for all parts of the
tape. When a.c. is being used, each particle
of the medium will be magnetized to the two
points of saturation and as the field decreases
hysteresis loops will be described which will
become smaller and smaller until no remanent
induction remains.

4,

'\ 'I
, I'

I'
I

10-8

in which (rh denotes the flux in the core and E
the induced voltage. w denotes the number
of turns in the core and d their diameter.
To erase a recording it is only necessary to
remove the remanence left on the tape either by
de-magnetization or by saturation. This can
be achieved by several means; either the
recorded tape on its spool is brought into a
very strong a.c. field which will magnetize the
medium up to its points of saturation and on
removal from the field the induction of the tape
will pass through magnetization curves (small
hysteresis loops) which become smaller and
smaller as the distance from the a.c. field
increases. The other method is to bring the

ic
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Fig. S.

Erase field and hysteresis loops.

This is only possible however if sufficient
reversals take place whilst the particle is in
the field of influence. The distribution of the
field in the gap is advantageous for this since
it is similar to the shape of a hel1,2 If the
slopes of the two sides are kept relatively flat.
which is identical with a wide gap, then the
225
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particle will pass through a field which is
gradually increasing. reaching a maximum
and then slowly decreasing again (see Fig. 5).

erase current is applied to the erase head. the
heat can burn either the base of the medium or
the medium itself. It is quite usual to find
that the heat in the gap is up to 170 F when
using 160 rnA erase current and an erase
frequency of 60 kc/s.
0

Basically. the frequency of the a.c. field
would be of little importance provided the
particle on the medium can be passed through
sufficient reversals whilst passing through the
influence of the gap. If the gap is of sufficient 5. Recording
width, 50 cis currents could be used but at
When recordmg. the vanatlons along the
the tape speeds with which we are dealing this recording medium take the form of variations
would lead to such great dimensions of the in its remanent magnetization. It is the object
erase head that this is impracticable. It is of magnetic recording to produce a remanent
therefore the usual trend to use a relatively magnetization in the medium at any point
high erase frequency which is normally which is directly proportional to the
between 30 and 60 kc/s. The choice of the instantaneous value of the signal strength
erasing frequency is a matter which requires corresponding to that point. Fig. 6 ~hows
some definite consideration. For economy
RECORDING
ERASE
PERPENDICULAR
reasons it is often desired to use the same
HEAD
HEAD
oscillator for the provision of the record- TRANSVERSE
LONGITUDINAL
ing bias and the erase current. The
application of such comparatively large
alternating magnetic fields to the medium
becomes more difficult when the effects of
TRAILING EDGES TO BE
the hysteresis and eddy current losses are
PARALLEL FOR MAXIMUM ERASURE
taken into account. These losses increase
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Illustrating the three directions for
rapidly as the erase frequency is increased
magnetic recording.
and the efficiency of an a.c. erase head
(b) Illustrating the position of the heads for
is relatively low when compared with
maximum erase.
that of a d.c. erasing head. For a
given mechanical gap width of 0·5 mm. the three different ways in which magnetic
the ampere-turns per cm should be recording is possible if the medium is moved
approximately 2·7. This would correspond to in one given direction. The system now in
an erase current of 120 rnA through 150 turns.! common use is the longitudinal way. PerIt is usual to fit a small piece of beryllium pendicular and transverse recording is also
copper into the gap as a protection against the possible but if wire is used as the recording
accumulation of iron oxide in the gap which means. transverse and perpendicular recordwould result in the short circuiting of the core ings are of course identical. The field lines.
and also to create eddy currents. The eddy leaving the core. magnetize the medium in the
currents also produce a field which opposes direction of movement. It must be noted that
the . field through the core. The field lines the flux density in the tape is greater near the
through the core therefore choose the path of surface which makes contact with the gap than
least resistance and pass through air. They at any part further away from the gap but still
are also leaving the core or pole pieces sooner in the medium. In the longitudinal recording.
than would be otherwise the case. Eddy a certain component of perpendicular
currents also produce heat in the gap which recording is also present and this is indicated
may have a bad effect on the medium. in Fig. 6 (a). The smaller the gap the greater
especially if its base is of plastic. This the component of perpendicular recording and
creation of heat mainly determines the upper this is often to blame if a recording cannot be
limit of the erase frequency but normally the fully erased. The effect is caused by the field
greater part of the heat is conducted away distributions in the gap of the erase head and
through the fixing arrangements of the head. in the gap of the recording/playback head
If the movement of the tape is stopped whilst being different. The perpendicular part of a

~ S~
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recording cannot be erased by the erase head
even if the erase current is very much
increased. If it is considered that normal
recording amplifiers show a top lift of 6 db
per octave. it will be appreciated that it is quite
simple to over-modulate a recording. causing
increased components of perpendicular recording which cannot be fully erased. Due to the
lower slope angl~ of t.he field in the gap of the
erase head. the erase'current cannot fully erase
a perpendicular component. Maximum erase
conditions only exist where the trailing edge of
the erase field is parallel with the trailing edge
of the recording field (see Fig. 6 (b».
The recording process will now be considered
under the following conditions: Each particle
of the medium shall pass the gap at uniform
speed. the flux densities considered will follow
a sine law. the velocity of the medium and the
frequency to be recorded shall be great and the
gap width shall be small relative to each other.
This will result in the particle being subjected
to a small change of field whilst it moves
through its influence. and the magnetization of
each particle will then be approximately equal
to the maximum field in the centre of the gap.
After the particle has left the influence of the
gap. the remanent induction will be reduced
to a value Bx and this is now the function of
the field strength H in the core which again is
proportional to the magnetizing current. The
resulting. curve is the dynamic magnetic
characteristic which will be different from the

Fig. 7. Normal magnetization curve.

static characteristic. It shows the relationship
between field strength and the induction present
at any given moment. This characteristic is no
absolute physical characteristic since it is also
dependent on the thickness of the medium and
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on the frequency to be recorded. The dynamic
characteristic is therefore mainly dependent on
whether the particle reaching the effect of the

~ MEAN

H.F CURRENT

Fig. 8. Recording with h.f. bias.

gap has had some previous magnetic history
or not. Somewhat better conditions exist if
the medium was erased by means of an
alternating current and now reaches the
recording head in neutral condition. Magnetization then takes place· along the normal
magnetization curve (see Fig. 7) but the great
irregularities of this curve lead to strong
non-linear distortion. mainly of the third
harmonic order.
For a number of years d.c. biasing was
employed which shifts the operating point along
the normal magnetization curve into one of the
more linear portions. The quality of such
recording however cannot be termed as good,
since it then becomes essential to reduce the
signal amplitude to a very small figure if one
wishes to operate on a relatively linear portion
of the transfer characteristic. When applying
an h.t recording bias, it is important to ensure
that its amplitude increases and then decreases
as the particle of the medium is moved through
its field of influence. To avoid or decrease tape
noise. a sufficient number of reversals must
be possible which, at a given tape speed,
determines the frequency of the recording bias.
A.c. biasing moves the dynamic magnetization
curve to the right or left on to the straight
portion of the hysteresis loop and can be
considered analogous to a minor hysteresis loop
as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 8 also shows that the
h.f. amplitude must be given a certain figure in
order to operate at the optimum operating
point. If the h.f. amplitude is too small, very
great non-linear distortion will occur. The
same happens if the h.f. oscillator exceeds its
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optimum value.
This will also lead to
distortion. Fig. 10 shows the relationship
between distortion factor and audio amplitude 4
and this differs for different types of media and
with their speeds. After the signal has been
recorded, de-magnetization takes place which is
especially noticeable at the higher frequencies.
This is due to the de-magnetizing effect of the
bar magnets by virtue of the fact that their poles
of equal polarity are almost touching. (Fig. 9.)

1~1~:~+~r.1

r'b'~
~~

Fig. 9.

De-magnetization due to poles of equal
polarity almost touching.

Since the signal amplitude can be considered
as varying along the length of the tape or
medium, the number of flux lines within the
medium must also change. All flux lines form
closed circuits and one refers to the internal
flux which exists within the medium and the
external flux which leaves the medium and
completes its path outside the surface of the
medium. If the recorded frequency was a sine
wave, then the flux density in the medium
must be:
<jJ = <jJm.x . sin 2n ll
where (p depicts the number of flux lines on the
surface of the tape and where <jJm.x depicts the
maximum value of <jJ during one period. If
the flux density on a point x along the medium
is ((lx. then the surface density must be proportionalto the changes in the flux density at this
point, which must be equal to d<jJx/ dx. If the
signal frequency is substituted by the recorded
wave length. the product of velocity x time
by the distance x on the medium, we obtain:
. 2 . -vt
. 2 .):
x
lP = <jJmax . SIn
j . - = IPmax • SIn
The surface density at any point x on the
medium is the number of flux lines per unit
length at this point and is therefore proportional
to the first derivative of the flux with respect
to x:

co
th
of

or expressed by the frequency

2n
B = - <jJ cos 2n II
v
This means that the number of flux lines per
unit length of the medium is proportional to
the recorded frequency. Since the geometrical
pattern of the flux distribution will be equal
for both the low and the high frequencies, it
can be seen that it is important for the medium
to make close contact with the head. Where
this is not the case, the signal amplitude of the
top frequencies will be lost, but considerably
less effect will be noticed at the lower
frequencies.
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6. Reproduction
If we consider a medium (tape) on which is
recorded a sine wave, then the internal flux
density must also be distributed in a sine
fashion along the tape. The distribution of the
external flux follows a cosine law, since the
points of maximum density of the internal flux
coincide with the minimum points of the
external flux, i.e. they show a phase shift of
90 deg. If a single conductor is placed at right
angles to the direction of movement and
touching the tape, then it will be cut by lines
of the external flux only and a voltage will be
induced in it. Due to the external flux, an
induction exists on the surface of the medium.
and this will be approximately equal to:
dlPE 2n1
.
B = -d = - . <jJE (m.x)· cos 2nft (gauss)
x
v
where I depicts
the recorded signal
frequency, v the velocity of the medium and
<jJE (max) the maximum value of the external
induction. The induced voltage can now be
calculated as:
E=B. v .1.10- 8 volts

V

tl

il

a
11

f:
f
<l
(j

.r

r
r

= 2n/ . 1 . <jJE (max) . cos (2nll) X 10 -8 volts
where I is the length of the conductor which
is cut by the flux. In the case of tape recording,
this is equal to the width of the track. If the
tape is reproduced at a different speed than that
at which it was recorded. then the ratio
between the recorded and the reproduced
frequency will be equal to VI! V z• It is also
evident that the induced voltage will be
proportional to the width of the track if a
playback head is used in place of a _single
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conductor, the formula still holding good with
the exception that w is now the number of turns
of the coil in the head and the voltage will be
w times greater. In addition we have a
constant factor k which is dependent on the
geometric proportions or dimensions and the
magnetic properties of the core. We now
obtain
E = w. k ../ . 2'ltf • cos 2'ltf . I X 10- 8 volts

o

or if we consider that 2:"(1,..12 equals 4'44:
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6.1. De-magnetization
Measurements of the voltage induced in a
playback head have shown that this voltage
rises in a linear fashion only up to approximately 200 cIs at 7'5 in./sec. It then
approaches a maximum and cuts off quickly
after a certain higher frequency. This reduction
in output level is the self-demagnetization which
is due to the wavelengths on the medium
becoming shorter and it is equal to:
D=exp (- fill)
where 11 is the frequency at which the
external induction of the medium is reduced
to I Ie = 37 %. Our formula for the reproduction of the signal can now be extended to:
£=4'44 w k I I exp( - flfl) x 10- 8 volts effective.
This takes, into account losses due to selfdemagnetization.
6.2. Gap Function
Since the gap in the playback head has a
, definite width (g), the magnetic modulation on
the tape is not picked up from point to point
but with the full width of the gap. This means
that at any given point x the mean value of the
induction <i', must be considered and its value
is arrived at. by taking the mean value of
induction between the limits Xl and X2' The
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field distribution is:
sin 2" . viA
and X2 we obtain2 :

tpg=tp£(max) •

Applying the limits
<i' =

l.fXZ

g

Xl

tp g(max) •

.

X

sm2lt . T . dx

x1

i.
"'_ Xl
+tp E(max) • 2cos ""'. ~
~g
"
Putting the limits Xl = X - !s and X2 = X +is, then

= -

1..
"",.g

<i'E(ma'x) • "'_

X2

COSlt. -A

we will obtain

E=4·44. w . k .1. I x 10- 8 volts effective.

In this equation w depicts the number of turns
of the playback head, I the track width in mm,
I the signal frequency in cIs, k the maximum
value of the external induction referred to a
track width of 1 mm and inducing a voltage E
in the head. To determine the constant k the
above mentioned equation can be used and the
induced voltage can be measured using a
frequency of approximately 100 cIs. A low
frequency must be used in order to keep the
damping effect and the gap effect at a minimum.
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If now ~sli. is replaced by a and xli. by
v . t Ii. = f . t, then the equation will read:
sin a
.
<i'm.an = <i'max. - - • sm 2~ft
a
which is a function well known in sound
film technique. It becomes clear, that for a
ratio gli.= I, 2, 3, . . . minimum points will
occur. The output from the head will then
again increase, decrease and will once more
reach a minimum, point. It would therefore
be possible to record wavelengths which are
smaller than the effective gap length. Since
each successive minimum becomes smaller and
smaller, advantage is hardly ever taken of such
"an effect. Including the function for the gap
effect the final formula for magnetic recording
now becomes:
sin a
E=4'44 w k I fexp (Jlfl) x 10- 8 volts;
a

where a. is

~.

g I,i..

6.3. Reproduction of Low Frequencies
The playback e.m.f. rises with frequency by
6 db per octave. In practice, however, lower
frequencies do not conform to this rule. The
effect is entirely due to the physical dimensions
of the playback head. The external flux
emanating from the tape will at high
frequencies, i.e. short wavelengths, be entirely
shunted by the pole-pieces of the head. At a
certain low frequency, the value of which
depends entirely on the parts of the pole-pieces
which are in contact with the tape the output
will decrease since not all the flux lines are
shunted by the pole-pieces which have'. a
permeability different from air.
Since this loss of bass frequencies depends
on the wavelength as well as on the dimensions
229
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of the pole-pieces. it becomes less important at
slower tape speeds and larger contact surface
of the pole-pieces.
7. Tape Characteristics
The manufacture of tapes has now reached
a standard which is much above that of the
early recording media. Specifications of tapes
for industrial and broadcast purposes have
A.f.
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by volume. The higher the content of iron
oxide the better is the electrical performance
normally. The abrasive properties of the iron
oxide, however. cause wear of the heads by the
tape and it is the responsibility of the tape
manufacturer to arrive at a convenient compromise. The permeability of homogeneous
media is usually about 1'5 to 2'5. that of
non-homogeneous media about 2'0 to 5'0.
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become very much more stringent. Whereas
recording media were designed in the early
days to provide as much output as possible.
tape manufacturers have now begun to produce
tapes of quite different specifications so as
to make them suitable for many different
purposes.
Two types of basically different recording
media can be produced. homogeneous and
non-homogeneous media. Homogeneous media
may consist of steel or vicalloy and were in
use during the early days of magnetic recording.
Steel wire is still in use at the present time
since it exhibits some properties which are
advantageous or indeed essential for a limited
number of applications. Most homogeneous
tapes consist of approximately 30 per cent. iron
oxide by weight or 10 per cent. by volume and
can be produced to have an extremely smooth
surface-an important point where heads and
tape guides are to last as long as possible.
Non-homogeneous tapes consist of a separate
carrier or base on which a coating of iron oxide
is formed. The coating consists of an average of
70 per cent. iron oxide by weight or 40 per cent.
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Fig. 10.
Relationship of
distortion factor k3 and
audio output for different
types of tape and different
values of h.i. curr,ent.
Conditions:
Head-2500 turns 0·05
enamelled copper.
A.F.-IOOO cis 0·1 rnA
constant.
H.F.-45 kc/s.
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For all types of recording tapes it is of course
of great importance to ensure that the size of
the granules is as small as possible.
Figure 10 was prepared to show the
characteristics of some well-known tapes. The
relationships are given for audio-output and
distortion factor at a constant input and when
varying the h.f. bias current.
8. Special Types of Recording Heads
With the progressing technique of magnetic
recording the shortcomings of the equipment
in present use become more and more
apparent. One of the weakest links is the
recording or playback head used. A great deal
of time has already been spent on research to
produce heads of an entirely different design
2nd with properties which would either make
such a head more reliable or tend to simplify
the whole process of magnetic recording. One
American company has recently produced a
phyback heads from which the output is no
longer proportional to the playback speed of
the medium. The head consists of a very small
c!lthode-ray tube in a more or less conventional
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type of core with an air-gap. Two wing-shaped
electrodes in the tube are so arranged that the
deflection of an electron beam, which is
produced in the usual manner, alters the

o
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two rather straight portions and the operating
point may be chosen on either of them by
means of d.c. biasing. If the core of the head
is now subjected to an h.f. current. then the
permeability will change around the operating
:."

Fig. 11.

"Electron beam" playback head.

potential between them. (See Fig. 11.) The
magnetic flux lines emanating from the tape
deflect the beam in relation to their density and
the potential across the two electrodes alters in
sympathy. The limit of the frequency which
can be reproduced is only dependent on the
width of the gap, since even no tape movement
at all would produce a deflection of the electron
beam.
In earlier sections it was explained how the
frequency response alters during playback.
The output increases with frequency at a rate
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Fig. 12. Arbitrary relationship between permeability
It and field H.

of 6 db per octave until de-magnetization and
gap effect cause a reduction of the output. This
means that both bass and top frequencies have
to be lifted in the playback amplifier if one
aims at a level response. H. LeitenerS of
Germany recommends apla'yback head which
overcomes this often difficult problem. The
permeability of a material is not a constant
value and depends on the amount of magnetization. Fig. 12 shows a typical permeability
curve. It should be noted that this curve shows
Ap,1/ 1957

Fig. 13.

Playback head of novel design ..

point and in sympathy with the high frequency.
i.e. the magnetic resistance alters with the
applied high frequency voltage. The signal on
the medium will however also alter the
magnetic resistance and the result is a field
which generates in the windings of the playback
coil an h.f. voltage modulated by the audiofrequency signal. Fig. 13 shows the layout of
such a head. The core has a playback gap and
is of conventional design. A magnetic short
circuit is included, however, and this carries a
.' winding Ll. L2 and Ll are in series and are
fed with an h.f. current. The windings are
balanced so that no voltage is induced in L3.
The presence of the audio signal now disturbs
. the existing balance in coils Ll and L2 and in
L3 an h.f. voltage, modulated in sympathy with
the audio-frequency signal, is induced. The
magnitude of the induced field depends on the
number of flux lines cut per unit time. but this
is mainly determined by the h.f. field so that
the frequency of the audio signal is of very
little importance. According to Leitener the
output from such a head is very much greater
than that of conventional design. It is necessary
'to note, however, that the modulation obtained
is without a carrier and it would appear
advantageous to couple a carrier' of correct
phasing to the modulation.
If the gap in the playback head is not exactly
parallel to the gap of the recording head,
damping of the higher frequencies will occur.
The damping is equal to (sin x)/ x
.
or in decibels: 20 .log10 [(sin x)/ xl
where x=(n: . tan 0.)/')...
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In practice a tilting of the gap of one-quarter
of the gap width of the playback head is
normally accepted as permissible. The effect
of the damping caused by such tilting can be
used to contain two separate recordings on one
track without an appreciable amount of
cross-talk or interaction between the channels.
Since the system would appear to be highly
suitable for stereophonic reproduction, this
would be of little importance in any case.
Heads recommended by F. Krones l for this
purpose would contain an X or V gap and
would be fitted with two separate windings.
The possibility therefore exists of utilizing the
full width of the tape as against less than
one-half in conventional double track recording
systems, resulting in a gain of output level of
6 db. If the gaps were considered to be at
45 deg. to the edge of the tape, their length
would be extended by ] -44 and the output
increased by 3 db. The overall gain would then
show a rise of 12 db if account is taken of the
l

, I

1

Fig. 14. Designs for heads suitable for stereophonic
recording.
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found, however, that the physical contact
between tape and head gap is not yet quite
ideal and is dependent on the alignment of the
head or the medium or both. Due to the
abrasive properties of the tape a "bedding in"
process takes place during the first few hours
of operation. In cases where fresh tape is used
as well as a newly manufactured head, this
process is even more pronounced, not only
because of the higher abrasive properties of
such tape, but also because wear takes place
which will remove superfluous particles of iron
oxide from the tape This brings the mass of
the tape into closer contact with the head gap.
The active part and pole-pieces of the head are
SUbjected to further polishing at the same time
until the tape makes good physical contact with
the gap over its full width and. with even
pressure. The result is an improved top
response of the arrangement and must be taken
into account when setting the frequency
response on new equipment provided of course
such accuracy is required. Since wear on the
head is dependent on both tape speed and time,
it can only be expressed as a function of tape
length. Wear on the tape, however, depends
on the number of times on which a point on
the tape has passed the head and can only be
expressed as number of playings.

fact that no safety margin, usually one-third of
In the following measurements a tape of
the tape width, is required, a worthwhile 1,200 feet in length was used which was pulled
proposition. Fig. 14 shows the design of such across the face of the head at a constant speed
heads.
. . of 3·75 inches per second; the direction was
reversed after every 1,200 feet. The head is
of a type similar to those used in a number of
9. Alterations of the Characteristics of
current recording machines. It must be borne
Recording/Reproducing Heads with use
A recording or reproducing head in uS'e will in mind, however, that the final results depend
be subjected to certain changes. These become on the exact type of head and tape used in the
apparent after periods of time which vary experiments. Figure 15 shows thel relationship
considerably and which depend on the type and between frequency response and tape length
construction of head, the material used, the moved across the head at a constant pressure
abrasive properties of the tape, tape speed and of the tape against the head of 25 grammes,
tape pressure. Recording heads and repro- 50 grammes' and 75 grammes. It will be
ducing heads are nearly always treated after observed that after a very short timemanufacture and after assembly in specific regarding the amount of tape passed in units
ways to ensure that their active surfaces are of time-the top response of the recording
smooth, their gap is uniform and clean and that equipment has reached a peak value which is
they will make good contact with the medium then maintained for some span of time. The
during operation. Such treatment may consist response then begins to fall off at a steadily
of a special linishing process after which the decreasing rate. This takes place after the
head is highly polished ready for incorporation initial bedding-in process is completed and is
on to the recording apparatus. . It will be due to a widening of the gap due to wear. The
t
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author is also of the opinion that changes in
permeability take place in the core of the head,
although no concrete figures are available to
confirm this. theory. The drop in frequency
response is not steady and decreases since the
conventional construction of a recording head
offers an enlarged surface to the medium as
wear progresses. In Fig.15 the curve for a tape
pressure of 75 grammes shows a marked
increase of level after approximately 100 feet
of tape have passed the head. This it not only
due to an increase in top response because
of the better physical contact between tape and
head but is also due to a general increase in
noise level.
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TAPES

10. Conclusions
Tape recording systems have reached a very
high standard as compared with their forerunners. Their development however is by no
means complete and sufficient scope is left for
new designs and new methods to make the
apparatus more efficient or more reliable. This
paper has dealt with all principal and basic
requirements encountered when designing
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Fig. 15. Typical relationship between head/tape
wear and frequency response.

To observe the effects of general tape wear,
a loop of recording tape, carrying a recording
(b)
of 10,000 cIs sine wave is played back conFig.
16.
(a) Shows a new recording/playback head.
tinuously and the output measured across the (b) The ,same head after 2,000,000 feet of tape have
head. With a new head and new tape, a been passed over it with a pressure of 25 grammes.
bedding-in process will again take place, as
previously described. The output at the magnetic recording or reproducing equipment,
frequency considered will however show only although final production methods are often
a very small increase which reaches its peak kept exclusive by the actual manufacturers.
after about 10-15 playbacks. The response will 11. References
then remain unaltered for about a further 20 1. F. Krones, "Die Magnetische Schallaufzeichnungen." (Verlag B. Erb, Vienna.)
playbacks and will then gradually decrease.
The decrease is due to particles of iron oxide 2. "Handbuch fuer
Hochfrequenz- und
wearing off due to friction between head and
Elektrotechniker," Volume II. (Verlag fuer
tape. As has already been shown, a very short
Radio-Foto-Kinotechnik G.m.b.H. Berlin.)
recorded wavelength will not penetrate the 3. Wolfgang Junghans; "Magnetbandspielermedium to an appreciable amount and it is
Praxis." (Franzis Verlag, Munich.)
mainly the surface of the coating which is 4. F. Begun, "Magnetic Recording." (Brush
saturated. Due to particles being worn off the
Development Corp., Ohio, U.S.A.)
surface, the mean value of remanence per unit 5. "Funk-Technik," 24/1953 and 17/1954.
cross section will also decrease and hence the
(Verlag
fuer
Radio·Poto-Kinotechnik
output will drop. (See Fig. 16.)
G.m.b.H,. Berlin.)
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Demagnetization of ferromagnetic particles
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Abstract

Tire finely divided magnetic solids, encountered in dense
medium coal preparation and iron-ore beneficiation plants,
sholl' a wide variation in their residual magnetism after
passage through an alternating current demagnetizer.
/Iigh residual magnetism is associated with considerable
oscillation of the suspended particles in the alternating
magnetic field. It is shown that this behaviour cannot be
unambiguously correlated with the magnetic properties of
Ihe bulked material, and a test based on settling characteristics is preferred as a means of differentiating the
materials.
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agglomerate, the size of which governs the settling rate in
suspension. An increase in the size of the agglomerates
increases the settling rate, which may therefore be used as
an indirect measure of the efficiency of demagnetization.
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important problem in the mineral dressing industry,
e.g. in coal preparation by separation in dense medium
baths and in iron ore beneficiation plants employing
grinding and size separation, is the demagnetization of small
ferromagnetic particles in aqueous suspension to reduce their
Ilocculation to a minimum. The normal method of demagnetization, by the application of an alternating magnetic
field of sufficient strength to remove previous magnetization
and the subsequent gradual reduction of this field, does not
always give good results. In the sub-sieve size range there
is a close balance between the magnetic couple tending to
rotate the magnetized particle and the forces tending to
rearrange the domain structure. Whether or not the particle
rotates is dependent upon many factors, its size, shape,
inertia, proximity to other particles, the medium viscosity,
the magnetic characteristics and the alternating current
frequency.
Hartig et 01. (1951) considered the coercive force BHc ,
measured on the bulked powder, to be the main criterion for
such rotation and gave a limiting value of 100 Oe, and other
workers (Onstad and Foot 1954, van der Walt 1957, Williams
and Hendrickson 1956) have since accepted this correlation.
However, a preliminary investigation showed that the
magnetic properties, including the coercive force, are a
function of the particle size (Fig. 1), which would indicate
that Hartig's criterion was incomplete. The work described
in this paper was carried out to determine how the coercive
force and the other bulk magnetic characteristics of a variety
of magnetic powders, of different sizes, affects their demagnetization in suspension.
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Mean particle size ()l)

(a) Coercive force and maximum permeability.

- - • --- = intrinsic coercive force.
- - - 0 - - - =
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technical coercive force.
maximum permeability.
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(b) Remanent induction and hysteresis loss.

2. Measurement of the residual magnetization and
demagnetization efficiency

- - x - - = remanent induction.
- - - - a - - - - = hysteresis loss.
Fig. 1. Variation of magnetic properties with mean particle
size.

No reliable and simple method (Morrish and Yu 1956a, b)
is available for the examination of the external field associated
with small particles, after incomplete demagnetization and
indirect methods have to be employed. Where several
magnetized particles are in close proximity they form an

Hartig et 01., working with low concentrations of solids
(3 to 5 % by volume), used as a criterion the time required
for the formation of a visible interface after shaking. The
presence of non-magnetic particles interferes with the
observation of the interface, and Williams and Hendrickson
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modified the method for use with mixtures of magnetic and
non-magnetic materials, by weighing the solids contained
above and below a fixed level in the settling tube after a fixed
time. At higher volume concentrations (greater than 10%)
such suspensions generally settle with a sharply defined
interface, even when they contain non-magnetic particles.
For any magnetic state the settling speed of this interface is
reasonably constant and reproducible, and this was used as
a measure of the residual magnetism throughout the present
work. The absolute values of the settling speeds do, of
course, depend on the particle size distribution and the
density of the sample, as well as on its magnetic history. In
order to eliminate these adventitious effects, two parameters
have been introduced to define the demagnetization efficiency.
(i) The 'settling rate ratio', defined as the ratio of the settling
rate obtained after demagnetizing the sample in suspension
to that obtained after demagnetizing the sample in the
damp, compacted state.
Fig. 2 shows the settling rates of a number of materials
which had been demagnetized at different specific gravities,
including the damp, compacted state. Any rotation or
oscillation of the particles during demagnetization gives
inefficient demagnetization, and hence a higher settling rate

I
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Fig. 3. Variation of interface settling rate with previously
applied magnetizing field.
- - - - - - - - = Shelton, sample 10.
. . • = Phoscor, sample 3.
- - - - - - = Norwegian, sample 2.
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damp

Volume concentration during demagnetization ('L)

Fig. 2. Variation of settling rate of demagnetized suspension
with concentration of solids during demagnetization.
. - . - 0 . - . - = Iscor, sample 27.
- - - - 6. - - - - = Shelton, sample 30.
. . . . . . x ...... = Consett, sample 25.
- - 0 - - = P.I.C., sample 11.
than that obtained after demagnetization in the damp compacted state, where particle movement is prevented. Conversely, where no particle rotation takes place, the settling
rate and the settling rate ratio are independent of the
concentration of the suspension during demagnetization.
(ii) The 'equivalent magnetization field', defined as the
magnetizing field required to produce, from the totally
unmagnetized material, the same settling rate as that
resulting from the demagnetizing treatment. This
parameter eliminates the variable effect of magnetization
in causing agglomeration, and hence increased settling
speed, between one sample and another. This variability
is shown in Fig. 3.
BRITISH JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS
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The measurements of settling rate were made on suspensions of 12 %volume concentration contained in graduated
Perspex tubes 121 in. long by 1 in. internal diameter. After
each magnetization and demagnetization treatment, the
suspensions were shaken vigorously to disperse the agglomerates and were allowed to settle. The time at which the
interface between the suspension and supernatant water
passed the different graduations was noted. The final
consolidation period and a slow starting period, which
occurred with some suspensions, were ignored. The rate of
fall thus obtained was generally constant and reproducible.
The excellent agreement between repeat measurements
implies either that the vigorous shaking does not affect the
residual magnetization, or that any change is completed
during the first shaking. All the measurements were made
with the tubes in a water bath maintained at 25 ± to c.
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The suspensions were magnetized by passage through an
air-cored solenoid giving a field of 50 oersteds per ampere of
exciting current.
For demagnetization the suspensions, all of which had been
magnetized at 500 Oe, were passed slowly through an ironcored demagnetizer with a 2 in. gap, operating with a peak
field strength of 1600 Oe at 50 cjs. This high field strength
was chosen to amplify the differences arising from particle
rotation.
The efficiency of the demagnetization of the damp compact,
which is used as the standard throughout the present work,
was assessed by measuring the settling rate after such treatment and the settling rates obtained after the following
treatments:
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(a) roasting in air at 850 0 C (Meerman and Oderkerken 1953),

when the magnetic ferrosoferric oxide (Fe304) is converted to the weakly magnetic ferric oxide (Fe203);
(b) demagnetization of a frozen suspension (Hartig et al.
1951) of 12% volume concentration, which prevents any
motion of the particles.
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The settling rates given in Table 1 show that there is good
agreement between the three methods.
f---

Table 1.

Medium

Evidence for the existence of this layered structure is the
further rapid re-oxidation that occurs when the individual
particles are fractured by crushing or grinding.

Comparison of methods of demagnetization

7. Results

Inter/ace settling rate (In/min)
After demagnetizaAfter demagnetIzation 0/ the
A/ter
tion 0/ the
damp compact
roasting
frozen suspension

Natural-Norwegian
Synthetic-P.Le.
Natural-Norwegian
Blast furnace flue dust

0·36
0·51
0·49
0·38

The variation of bulk magnetic characteristics with the
particle size of the sample is shown in Fig. 1. The measurements were made on six size fractions of Norwegian magnetite
separated on a Bahco air classifier. The sieved, - 53 JL,
sample was cut at 1,7, 2'7, 4,4, 10·5 and 22'5 JL, which
gave the mean sizes of the fractions as o· 8, 2· 2, 3· 6, 7· 5,
16· 5 and 38· 0 JL. It can be seen that, with the exception
of the maximum permeability which shows just the
reverse behaviour, the magnetic characteristic decreases
with increasing particle size up to about 30 JL and then
steadies off.
The principal experimental results are tabulated in Table 2,
which shows the settling behaviour, the demagnetization
behaviour, the bulk magnetic properties and the iron/iron
oxide analysis of thirty-one materials.
In order to assess whether or not there was any correlation
between the bulk magnetic properties 'and the demagnetization behaviour, correlation coefficients and corresponding
probability levels were calculated and are given in Table 3;
the samples were grouped for convenience.

0·37
0·45
0·50
0·37

5. Magnetic properties
1000

The magnetic characteristics were measured by a modification of the Ewing Isthmus method, similar to that described
by Gottschalk and Davis (1935). Briefly, the sample was
placed in one of a pair of similar capsules in the gap of an
electromagnet. The secondary coils wound round each
capsule were· balanced so that, in the absence of a sample,
no galvanometer deflection was observed on changing the
magnetic field. With a sample in one capsule the deflection
is then proportional to the induction in the sample. Hysteresis
loops were measured for maximum field strengths of 540,
1170 and 3000 Oe and the normal induction loops from 30
up to 3000 Oe.
With the exception of the intrinsic coercive force, IHc , the
magnetic characteristics are very dependent upon the packing
density (Gottschalk and Davis 1935). To compare the
different materials, a standard packing density of 2·00 g/cm 3
was adopted, magnesium oxide being added as a diluent when
necessary. Being non-magnetic the addition of the oxide
does not add to the magnetic induction of the compact. To
allow for the small unavoidable experimental variations in the
actual packing density (± o· 05 g/cm3), a series of auxiliary
measurements was made in which the packing density was
varied over wide limits. The results enabled the appropriate
corrections to the measured magnetic parameters to be made.
Microscopic observations, similar to those of Hartig et al.
(1951), were also made on the behaviour of the particles
under the influence of a 50 cis alternating field.
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The materials examined consisted of natural and synthetic
magnetites, pyrites cinder extracts and blast furnace flue dust
extracts (B.F.F.D.E.). They were prepared by ball milling
and subsequent removal of the fraction coarser than 200 mesh
B.S.S. (76 JL) and the non-magnetic material. Where possible
several samples were prepared, differing in ball milling times.
To investigate the effect of chemical composition and
structure, several samples of a synthetic magnetite (P.I.e.)
were reduced (by hydrogen) or oxidized (by air). For the
reduction the samples were placed in a thin layer in Inconel
boats in a silica tube and were brought up to the required
temperature of 560 ± toO c in an inert stream of nitrogen.
Hydrogen at atmospheric pressure was then passed through
for the required time and the samples allowed to cool slowly
in an atmosphere of nitrogen. On contact with air the
reduced samples re-oxidized, sufficiently rapidly to raise the
temperature to between 300 and 400° c. After re-oxidation
the individual particles are probably made up of a complex
matrix of the individual iron oxides and free iron, the outer
layer probably being the ferroso-ferric oxide and tl1e inner
layer free iron, with ferrous oxide as the intermediate layer.
VOL.

12, ApRIL 1961

8. Discussion
The qualitative microscope observations of particle chaining and rotation agree very well with the equivalent
magnetization fields given in Table 2. Those media having
equivalent magnetization fields of zero show, in the magnetized state, only slight rotation which ceases at relatively
low alternating field strength. After demagnetization in
dilute suspension no rotation is observed. For those media
with high equivalent magnetization fields all the particles
show rotation, both after magnetization and demagnetization
in a dilute suspension.
Over the size range considered, corresponding to interface
settling rates of 0·1 to o· 6 in.fmin at 12 % volume concentration, the effect of the particle size on the equivalent
magnetizing field is small.
The only significant statistical correlations, between the
equivalent magnetization field or settling-rate ratio and the
magnetic characteristics, that holds for all groups of media,
are those for the coercive force and the maximum permeability.
The correlation with the 'technical' coercive force (BHe)
suggested by Hartig et al. (1951) is not as good as with the
'intrinsic' (IHe) coercive force. The fact that Hartig was
working with coarser materials in dilute suspension may
have some bearing upon this. Reference to Fig. 4, however,
shows that even with this good correlation the coercive force
cannot be used to predict with any certainty the behaviour
on demagnetization. The 'natural' magnetites, i.e. excluding
the blast furnace flue dust extracts and the hydrogen reduced
samples, show the effect of the particle size; the solid circles,
representing coarser material samples 1-7, have a lower
coercive force for the same equivalent magnetizing field.
That the bulk magnetic characteristics can give misleading
information is readily seen by comparing samples Nos 5 and
10, Normetal pyrites and Shelton, which have similar size
distributions. They have almost identical bulk magnetic
characteristics (Table 2) and yet the equivalent magnetizing
fields are 80 and 490 Oe respectively. After demagnetization
in suspension the interface settling rates were 0 . 7 and
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1 . 8 in/min, yet after efficient demagnetization in the damp
compacted state, the settl ing rates are only O· 6 and O· 5 in/min
respectively. Nevertheless, the results show that a high
maximum permeability and low coercive force are, in general,
associated with easy demagnetization of these small particles
when in suspension. A similar correlation is known to exist
between these two parameters and the ease of domain
rearrangement during the magnetization of large bodies.
From their behaviour in dilute suspension the media seem
to fall into two categories: (a) the blast furnace group,
typified by extreme rotation and inefficient demagnetization
in suspension; and (b) a natural group, including synthetic
magnetite and pyrites cinder, with very much better demagnetization characteristics. The reason for the pronounced

Table 3'1

rotation of the former group is probably associated with
their mode of formation, and this seems to be borne out by
the experiments with reduced and oxidized synthetic
magnetite. The oxidation and reduction reactions in the
blast furnace flue gases will tend to produce a layered structure of oxides and free iron. The inhomogeneities will
restrict the free movement of the domain walls required for
demagnetization and the particles will therefore tend to take
the easier path of bodily rotation with only a limited amount
of domain rearrangement. The reduced P.I.C. samples,
prepared so as to form such a layer structure, exhibit very
high equivalent magnetization fields (Fig. 4). Where the
outer layer is essentially non-magnetic, as in the oxidized
P.I.e. sample, there is no apparent change in the extent of

Sample
numbers

1 to 7

1 to 10

11 to 20

•

11 to 24

\

Table 2.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(10)

(11)

(12) (13)

P.Le.
Norwegian
Phoscor
Rossington
Normetal pyrites
Ermelo
Indian

0,63
0,49
0·55
0·61
0·63
0'47
0,58

1·00
1·00
1·02
1·13
1·14
1·10
1·30

0
0
40
60
80
120
145

57
96
105
115
120
115
160

46
76
78
93
75
82
94

23·5 2·62 248
38·7 7'00 356
36'5 7·26 342
41·5 10·60 428
23,0 3·50 175
41·0 5,60 270
33·3 5·17 215

2·01
2·09
1·96
2·08
1·52
1·91
1·54

4·20
3·72
3·32
3·58
2·05
2·86
1·98

8 Oxidized P.I.e.
9 Iscor (RF.F.D.E.)
10 Shelton (RF.F.D.E.)

0·64
0'58
0·51

1·00
3,72
3,56

0
630
490

68 37
190 116
127 73

11·7
51·3
25·0

1·49 2·07 160
1·54 2·07 380
1,54 2·02 250

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0,17
0·40
0·33
0·31
0·18
0,27
0,34
0,17
0·37
0·27

1·00
1·00
1·00
1·02
1,17
1·07
1·05
1·20
1·46
1·36

0
0
0
20
120
55
60
140
160
170

77
127
115
145
157
140
117
150
148
160

31·2
55·0
36·6
58·4
56·0
49·3
42·0
35·9
37·2
34·8

(I)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(2)

Demagnetization, bulk magnetic properties and iron content of magnetic materials

(9)

130
190
230
250
280
340
350

(14)

(15)

(16)

0

42·4 21·3

0

'45·5 20·9

11 to 31

particle
rearrar
Carr
sampl~

o

P.Le.
Norwegian
Ermelo
Rossington
Phoscor
Phoscor
Phoscor
Normetal pyrites
Tata
Indian

64
103
84
110
117
108
94
98
94
100

0·78 86
8·56 295
3,12 163
4·92
14·10
6·48
15·40
14·10
12·90
10·80
6·66
6,30
6,38

292
510
309
511
443
435
425
258
274
240

2·06
2·12
1·94
2·08
1·91
1·93
1·96
1·65
1·61
1·58

3·70
3·60
3·06
3·50
2·89
3·12
3·31
2·22
2·20
2·02

200
260
340
330
330
300
260
340
300
380

0,1 53·6
3·5 52·7
11,6 37,4

6·7
9·2
9·0

43·7
48·5
55·3
45·0

20·9
23·6
14,6
25·1

0
0
0
0

'"l

1000

~

-.s...
]

750

~

0
0
0

53·5 15 ,1
50·7 19·5
56·0 14·8

."oS

g.
~

~ 500
.~

21

P.I.e. reduced
for 10 min
22 P.Le. reduced
for 20 min
23 P.Le. reduced
for 30 min
24 P.I.e. reduced
for 60 min

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

.£-

in H2
in H2

0·21

4·55

495

122

0,26

5·90

555

153 114

0·26

9·85 1000

237 171

8,68 390

2·09 3·28 160

11·2 33·5 15,1

2·08 3·01

180

15,4 28·8 23,7

22·70 536

2·04 2·55 500

19·0 19·7 28·5

0·22 14·30 1100

250 176 112·0 24,30 525

1·99 2·43 550

22,5 12,3 36·2

o

0·15
0·10
0·22
0·44
0·12
0'17
0·23

135 94
202 132
203 126
185 118
120 73
120 76
132 83

0·2 45·2 21,6
4·0 50·3 13·4

Fig

89

63·8

80·9 12·80 442

250

in H2

111·1

in H2

Consett (B.F.F.D.E.)
Iscor (B.F.F.D.E.)
Iscor (RF.F.D.E.)
Iscor (B.F.F.D.E.)
Shelton (RF.F.D.E.)
Shelton (RF.F.D.E.)
Shelton (RF.F.D.E.)

2·48
3·63
3·74
3·60
2·53
3·03
3·17

375
460
560
560
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425
660

43·0 8,15 327
59·0 11·90 352
54·5 10·50 327
47,4 9·30 300
27·2 3,35 184
33·8 3·88 204
29·4 3·92 191

1,77
1·68
1·68
1·55
1· 53
1,70
1·60

2'78
2·20
2·11
2'11
2,20
2,30
2·07

270
360
415
400
200
260
260

3·8 55·1

8·0

13·0 37·0 13·8
14,0 38,6 8 ·1

SIze. ThIS IS reflected lD the demagnetized damp settltng rate; the larger this value the larger the particle size.
• The ratio of the settling rate after demagnetization at 12· 5 % volume concentration to that after demagnetization in the 'damp' state.
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(1) Sample number; (2) material; (3). demagnetized damp se~tling rate (in/min); (4) settling rate ratio·; (5) equivalent magnetizing
field (Oc); (6)-(10) 3000 Oe: (6) coercIve f~rce. l/fc, (7) coercIve force BHe , (8) hysteresis loss x 10-3 (erg cycle- I cm- 3). (9) maximum
energy product x 1O- 3(GOe), (to) remanent mduchon, ~1TI (G); (11) permeability at 1600 Oe; (12)-(13) maximum permeability: (12) value,
(13) field (Oe); (14)-(16) Iron content (%): (14) free, (15) ferric, (16) ferrous.

Note.-T,he sam~le~ having tht; same name bu~ diff~rent ~amplc: number, differ in the length of time of grinding, and hence in particle
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DEMAGNETIZATION OF FERROMAGNETIC PARTICLES

Table 3. Correlation coefficients (r) and probability levels (P) of the magnetic characteristics with the equivalent magnetizing

field and settling-rate ratio
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ratio
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Settling-rate
ratio
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11 to 24
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I to 10
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Coerci,e force
Intrinsic JHC
Tec""lcal BHc

Equiv. mag.
field
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ratio
Equiv. mag.
field
Settling-rate
ratio
Equiv. mag.
field
Settling-rate
ratio

Permeability
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+0'67

0·10

-0·84 0·02

-0'69 0'09

-0·42

+0'14

-0,03

+0'89 0·008

+0'67 0·10

-0·81

-0,75 0·05

-0,39

+0·00

+0·01

+0'75 0·02

0·03
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!
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:·5
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,·0
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-0·54 0·10

-0·52

-0'10

+0'40

+0'02

+0'51

-0,50

-0,49

-0·14

+0·29

+0·10

0·02

+0'33

-0'92 f)'001

-0·92 0·001

-0·52

-0,26

-0,29

+0·62 0·06

+0'18

-0,90 0·001

-0,53

-0·58 0'08

-0,34

-0·40

+0'85 0·001

+0'84 0·001

-0,38

+0'21

+0·47 0·09

+0'91

0·001

+0'73

0·003

+0'84 0·001

+0·85 0·001

-0,30

+0·27

+0'52 0·06

+0'92 0'001

+0'77

0·002

-0,50 0·02

-0,12

+0·12

+0·65

0·002

+0·43

0·05

-0·24

+0'20

+0'41

+0'85 0·001

+0·68

0·001

+0·73

+0'72 0·001

+0'63

+0'68 0·001

+0'77 0·001

0·002

1250

it-

Although a low coercive force and high permeability are
desirable, there does not seem to be any simple correlation
between the bulk magnetic characteristics of all media and
their behaviour on demagnetization in suspension. The
measurement of the settling rate after demagnetization in
suspension and in the damp compacted state gives more
information about the ease of demagnetization, and this
technique is now being used in the author's laboratory for
the assessment of magnetic media.
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magnetite content in the Indian sample. The coercive force,
which is found by experiment to be unaffected by dilution, is
therefore the only available criterion of the magnetic
behaviour, and it is not surprising that the correlation with
demagnetization efficiency is better for this property than
the others.
9. Conclusions
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A-C Magnetic Erase Heads
~vc

,

By M. Rettinger

alHl

Various types of a-c magnetic erase heads of the ring-shaped type are
dcscribed. After a brief mathematical treatment of the magnetic flux
denl<ity rcquircd for erasing, there are given the measurements of the
amount of erasure obtained with various heads used both singly and in
cascade. Also included are curves showing the rise in temperature on
part of two heads as a fUllction of the 70-kc erase-current through the
head •
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of a-c erasing consists
in passing the recorded medium
through an alternating magnetic field
which, in its central portion, has a high
enough flux density to saturate the
medium, and which, outside the central
region, decays gradually to zero. The
necessary extent of the field, both in its
center and in its adjoining regions, is
dependent on the wavelength of the
erase frequency, in order to assure a
sufficient number of magnetic reversals
while the medium is passing over the
eraser. This wavelength, in tum, is
dependent on the speed with which the
medium travels, and is given by:
HE METHOD

V

A=p

where A = wavelength inches'
F = frequency, 'cycles Per second;
and
V = speed of medium, inches per
second.

Thus, for a 68,000-c erase frequency
and a medium speed of 18 in./sec, the
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wavelength comes to 18/68,000
0.000265 in. In the case of a O.OO4-in.
long central field, every portion of the
medium in its passage over the eraser is
subjected to approximately 15 magnetic reversals (0.004/0.000265).
So-called ring-shaped heads are, at
present, the preferred type of erasers.
Like ring-shaped record and reproduce
heads, they eonsist usually of two laminated cores forming a toroid of a sort, with
a back and a front gap. The material
for the laminations is most frequently
silicon steel because of its higher saturation point, compared to Mumetal or
Permalloy. The lamination thickness
is kept very small, 0.003 in. or less, to
reduce to a minimum eddy current losses
with their consequent heating effects.
While the front gap may assume various
configurations, including that of a
double gap, the back gap generally
consists of a butt joint, since, on account of the large front-gap reluctance,
no demagnetizing back-gap spacer is required, unlike in a recording head.
Figure 1 shows various types of ringshaped erase heads. In this figure, (a)
represents the most commonly used unit;
it may be noted that in the German
Magnetophon 1 the front ga~had a com-
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Fig. I. Various types
of ring-shaped erase
heads.
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paratively great length, 0.5 mm (0.020
H=!!.=~!.
A
R
A
in.). The second head shown, (b), employs a double gap, 2 consisting of a magO.4."NI 1
=-z- :if
netic spacer sandwiched between two
plastic spacers. The head pictured in
:if
(c) also has a double gap, but utilizes a
O.4."NI
=-zmagnetic center core instead of a magnetic center spacer as shown in (b). where '" = flux, maxwells;'
Figure I(d) shows a head used in conA = area of pole face, in square
centimeters;
nection with d-c erasing. Figure I (e)
R = reluctance of air gap (considis a dual head in which the tape passes
ered much larger than the rebetween two "standard" erase heads.
luctance of the core, so that
In (f), the tape passes first over one and
the Ia.tter becomes negligible);
N = number of turns;
then over another erase head; this unit
I = current, amperes;
will be described in greater detail later.
Z = length of air-gap; and
Figure I(g) represents the "Howell
mmf = magnetomotive force, gilberts.
head," intended for high-coercivity When N = 180, I = 0.075 amperes, l
0.01 em (0.004 in.)
tape, and energized with power-line freH = 1.256 X 180 X .075
quency current, according, to patent
0.01
'
claims. 3
= 1695 ga.uss.
For a given front-gap length of head,
two factors appear to favor a high erase Investigating, at 70 kc (kilocycles),
frequency. The first is the increased the ratio of flux density in the front air
number of magnetic reversals to which gap to that at the periphery where the
the tape is subject as it passes over the tape rides, Fig. 2 was obtained. As
head. The second is the greater amount may be surmised, this ratio decreases
of self-de~agnetization on the part of with increasing gap length, and has a
the little "dipoles" on the tape. The value of 4 for a front-gap length of 4 mils.
disadvantage of a high erase frequency The relatively high flux density in the
rests chiefly in the larger eddy-current air gap compared to the peripheral denslosses, with their consequent heat pro- ity has led various investigators to conduction and power waste, which losses struct erase heads in which the tape
increase with the square of the fre- passes through the gap, as in, the
quency. The flux density in the air gap "Howell head," and as in the device
is given by
,
shown in Fig. I (e). The unfortunate
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((,ature of these "tape-through-gap"
, /.r'Jds lies in the relatively large gap
'. which must be employed, since it must
i1 he large enough to pass a splice. Needless to say, such heads must be rigidly
constructed if they are to be tuned, since
,mull changes in the gap length will produce large changes in the inductance,
with consequent tuning variations.
To learn something of the effectivene~s of high-frequency erase heads of
the ring type, a number of pairs of heads
were huilt with different front gaps and
identical inductances. The value of inductance chosen was 2 mh (millihenrys),
w) that two heads in series would have
an inductance of 4 mh, which with a
~eries tuning condenser was considered
the largest practical value for an erase
" frequency of 70 kc. For a single head
and short leadH, the series capacity was
0.0026 J.Lf (microfarads), and for a double
head, 0.0013 J.Lf. The back-gap spacer
of all heads was made of the same material as the core laminations (4% silicon
~tecl), and it,; length was equal to that
of the plastic front-gap spacer. The
rccording medium used was Minnesota
).Iining Company 35-mm film, No. 115.
A number of tests made with single
heads indicated that, regardless of the
eUl'rent supplied to the head, 70-db
erasure was not possible. Surprisingly,
1\ head with a 20-mil front gap erased
about as well as one with a 4-mil gap.
All heads erased 50 db with 100 ma
(milliamperes), and 57 db with 120 ma,
after whieh additional current had little
effect. A head with the double gap

I
I.

I

..

such as shown on Fig. l(c) provided 61db erasure with 120 ma, after which
additional current had again little
effect.
When two heads were connected in
cascade, however, so that the tape
had to pass first over one and then over
the other, the heads with the 4-mil gaps
were much more effective than those
with the 20-mil gaps. Thus, the "4-mil
heads" provided 70-db erasure with only
70 rna, two "1O-mil heads" required 100
ma, and two 1/20-mil heads" needed
120 rna of current for this amount of
erasure.
A rather stringent erase test is made
not merely to note the output meter of
the reproduce amplifier during erasing,
but also to listen to the monitoring
speaker, with full gain in the reproduce
amplifier while erasing a 1000- or 2000c test frequency to which the ear is most
sensitive. Thus the output meter might
indicate complete erasure, or at least
show a value comparable to that obtained when the tape is erased with a
60-c Goodell eraser; yet, when high-frequency erasure is incomplete, a trace of
the test frequency can still be heard, so
that the current through the head has to
be increased until the signal is no longer
audible. The effectiveness of all of the
experimental heads was therefore judged
not only by the output meter but also
by the ear.
To investigate the subject further,
one 4-mh head with a 4-mil front gap
was built. While it was possible to
erase 68 db with this head when a cur-
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Fig. 3. TeIllperature rise
of the head cores as
a function of current.
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10 to 200 mao Perfect linearity exi~t(',1
for this current range between input to
the head and output from the loop am.
plifier at 68 kc; nor did the flux di".
tribution about the gap widen or chan~e I
for these current values.
For this reason it may be possible that
after first erasing the tape with a I"inl(:
type head energized with high-fn'quency current, there occurs a "reawakening" of the signal-a reorientatiun
of the dipoles constituting the sign:d
on the tape-which can be completel\,
obliterated only by a second erase Ol~
eration.
Apparently, too, some time lag must
exist between the two erase operations,
For this reason, possibly, the double-gap
head with its O.l-in. center core, providing a time interval of only 1/180 see,
was not as effective as the two heads in
cascade, whose separation corresponded
to a time interval of nearly 1/10 sec.
Further study of this method of erasing
appears, therefore, desirable.
\
A definite advantage connected with
the use of two heads in cascade lies ill
the reduced heating of the head Occasioned by the smaller current required I
for each head to effect complete erasure
for the two. Figure 3 shows the temperature rise of the head cores as a funetion of current (70 kc). The curve was
obtained by placing a thermocouple on
the cores at the point where the tape
contacts the head, and increasing the
current in 1O-ma steps at 1O-min intervals.

f

II /
J /

II
120

!

2 mh

4 mh

---

220

rent of 120 ma was flowing through it,
the head became undesirably hot. It
may be noted that, if the chief determining factor for erasing had been the
number of ampere-turns, the 4-mh head,
with its 1.41 times the turns which each
of the 2-mh heads carried, (Fig. l(f)),
should have erased equally well with
1.41 ti'lles the current which flowed
through each of the two 2-mh heads, or
approximately 100 ma (.07 X 1.41).
It was at first believed that the 4-mh
head, with its larger number of ampereturns, became saturated when a current
of 100 rna or somewhat larger was flowing through it. For this reason a small
exploring loop made of O.OOI-in. wire
was placed in front of the gap, and the
output from the loop amplifier was noted
as the head current was increased from

I
{
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